Cut Your ShJD,p ing Gos:t sl.n Haff!
One ea1:1 Does It AJI.
Quartz Mini Movements
• 3 Year Warranty
• Step Motor Reliability
• Uses AA Battery
• Hardware Included
• Regular & Long Shaft
• 21/e X 21/e X l/i'' Thin
95

$2

QUANTITY

1-2

3-9

Price Each

5.95

4.25

Each In Quantity

Seiko - Lorus - Pulsar Crowns
The most popular crowns both white
and yellow are included in this 24
bottle assortment. There are a total of
40 crowns. A "must" unit for all stores
servicing watches. In stock for
immediate delivery. Refills available.

10-24 25-49 50-99 100
3.95

3.60

3.25

2.95

"Big Performance" Movement

• ·c· Cell Powers up to

two years on one cell
• Accuracy + 1 minute
per year.
• Accessible time
setting knob
• Measures:

$4450

21/4 x 2-11/16 x 1-3/16

• Shaft Diameter %"
• 3 Year Warranty
25

$3

#450N
QUANTITY

1-2

3-9

Price Each

4.95

4.50

Each In Quantity

Also Available - Companion Stem
Assortment #4010 for Seiko - Lorus - Pulsar.
Cabinet contains 48 stems covering over 100
models for only $39 95 •

FREE OFFER!

10-24 25-49 50-99 100
3.75

3.65

3.50

3.25

Colored Bead Cord

With either assortment ordered-your choice of
FREE Citizen Credit Card Calculator or LCD
Mens or Ladies Strap Watch-order both
assortments and receive 2 FREE Gifts!

12 COLORS
PINK - RED - GARNET
AMBER- BLUE
DARK BLUE
AMETHYST
TURQUOISE
GREEN-GREY
BROWN - BLACK

Steamshine™
Compact Steam Cleaners
Save You Time & Money
• Stainless steel cabinet and
tank. No rust maintenance free! Drain and
clean once per year,

Assortment Contains
Most Popular Sizes

• Just plug in - use tap water
pre-set 65 P.S.I. pressure.
• Foot solenoid included.
leaves both hands free.

2-3-4-6

NYLON ASSORTMENT - -18 Assorted Cards or
12 Colors in Loose Lear Book . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $30.oo

• Compact 7112" wide, 1 O"
deep, 26" high. 32 lbs. can ship U.P.S.

SILK ASSORTMENT - As A bow . . . . . . . . . . . . $42.oo
Also Available In White Assortments

II 1111111111111
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Special

$449°0

Reg. S499°0
Terms Available

• One gal. size has same
effective steam capacity as
2 gal. models.
• One year warranty.
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George Daniels
Henry B. Fried
Josephine F. Hagans
Orville R. Hagans
Hamilton E. Pease
Milton C. Stevens
Marvin E. Whitney

John Doe, CMW
1234 M.iJin Strecr
Clc11eliind. Ohio 42311

EN CLOSE THIS CARO EACH TIME YOU SEND A TECHNICAL REQU EST

TO AWi

IT Will BE RETURNED ALONG WITH YOUR AN SWE R

R. LLOYD MIZE
Mr. R. Lloyd Mize, who has been a regular contributor of clock repair articles to Horological Times has been forced to suspend his writing at this time due to ill health . Because Mize's articles were so well received, many readers write him by mail with comments, questions, and to seek advice. Mrs. Mize asks that such correspondence be curtailed for the present, as Lloyd is not able to answer this mail at this time. He is looking
forward to being able to resume his writing and correspondence as soon as his health
will permit.
In the meantime, a card or note wishing him well would be appreciated. Address it
to: R. Lloyd Mize, Hunterstown Road, R.R. 6, Versailles, KY 40383.

JIDA VISITS AWi CENTRAL
On October 24th, about thirty members of the Jewelry Industry Distributors Association (JIDA) paid a visit to AWi Central. They were in Cincinnati to attend a Board of
Directors meeting and to visit the Cas-Ker Company facilities. Our guests seemed favorably impressed with the AWi office, the Orville R . Hagans Museum, and the Henry B.
Fried Library. We were pleased that they took time from their busy schedule to pay us
a visit.

ON THE FRONT: Our January cover is a scene of the
Cimarron River outside of Red River, New Mexico.
The photo was taken by Sharon E. Guthrie, wife of
AWi member Steven M. Guthrie.

Quartz Movements

Zantech Quartz Watch Analyzer
The Instrument of the Professionals

(Call for Quantity Discounts)
ZANTECH
PRICE

MOVEMENT
NUMBER

MOVEMENT
NUMBER

•

ZAN TECH
PRICE

ISA--1198
$13.95
ARM - - 32002 _ _ _ $18. 00
MIVOTA 2005
$14.95
ARM-- 32003 - - - S 15. 95
MIVOTA 2025
$12.95
ARM--5590
$15.95
MIVOTA 2030/35--$12.95
BFG--888
$15.95
MIVOTA 2105
$14.95
E J - - 30
$15.95
MIVOTA 2115
$14.95
ESA-- 555.412--$15.95
MIVOTA 2V50
$13.95
ESA--555. 415--$15. 95
MIVOTA 3N20
S13.95
ESA--556.112--$15.95
MIVOTA 3T10
$14.95
ESA-- 561.101--$15.95
ORIENT 4GA
$13.95
ESA--5?8.001 --$16.95
ORIENT 468
$13.95
ESA - - 5?9. 001 - - S 15 - 95
ORIENT 4GU
$13.95
ESA--581.001--$29.95
ORIENT 5FA
14.25
ESA--900. 2 3 1 - - $29. 95
ORIENT 5FB
$14.25
ESA--92?.102--$14.40
ORIENT 5FQ
$14.25
ESA-- 928.411--$15.95
PUW--211
$29.95
ESA-- 935.312--$15.95
PUW--432
$13.95
ESA-- 951.121--$15.95
PUW--500
$15.95
ESA--955.111--$15.95
PUW--510
$15.95
ESA - - 956. 112 - - $15. 95
PU~532
$12.95
ESA - - 9 6 0 . 111 - - $15. 95
PUW--683A---S14.95
ESA--961.001++ -$15-~5
PUW--801
$29.95
ESA--961.101--$15.95
PUW --900
$13.95
ESA--963.115--$15.95
PUW - - 9 1 0
$13.95
ESA--965.112-$15.95
REMEX -1910
$11.95
ESA - - 9 ? 8 - 002• - $ 1 6 - 95
REMEX -6641
$15.95
ESA--9182
$15.95
RIC0-0190 - - - S l ? . 9 5
FE - - 6 3 2 0 - - - $ 1 5 . 9 5
RIC0-580
$15.95
FHF--202.001--$24.95
PULSAR V230
$13.95
HANDOK 820
$29.95
PULSAR V235++ - - $ 1 1 . 95
HQ---3?5 - - - S l 5 . 9 5
PULSAR V238
$13.95
HQ - - - 3 ? ?
$15.95
PULSAR V112 - - - S 1 2 . 9 5
HQ---3?8 - - - $ 2 9 . 9 5
PULSAR V120A---$12.95
HQ - - - 6 ? 2 - - - $ 1 2 . 9 5
PULSAR V434
$19.95
HQ - - - 8 7 5 - - - $ 1 5 . 9 5
PULSAR V480 - - - S 9.95
HQ - - 1 0 3 5
$15.95
PULSAR V481
$12.95
HQ - - 3 5 7 2 - - - $13. 95
PULSAR V513 - - - $ 1 8 . 0 0
HQ - - 3 6 ? 2
$15.95
PULSAR V561
$12.95
HQ - - 3 7 7 2
$15.95
PULSAR V562
$13.95
HQ - - 3 7 ? 3
$15.95
PULSAR V563
$13.95
HQ - - 3 8 7 5
$15.95
PULSAR V5?2
$13.95
HQ--3975
$ 8.00
PULSAR Y5?3
$13.95
HQ--R117?---Sl5.95
PULSAR Y591
$12.95
HQ--R 1377 - - - $15. 95
PULSAR V653
Sl?.95
HQ--R377---Sl5.95
BATTERY STRAP NOT AVAILABLE
++ HOUR WHEEL NOT AVAILABLE

ZA900
The ZA900 Quartz Watch
Analyzer was designed by Zantech's
engineering staff, in conjunction with their expert
quartz watch technicians, to produce a test instrument that is user friendly.
There are no complicated connections. The hook up-cable system and
the test selection buttons are color-coded for easy operation, Zantech
prides itself on making sure that every ZA900 owner knows how to use the
instrument to its utmost potential
In addition to the clearly written and illustrated instructions, an unlimited
telephone hotline is available to answer all technical questions and help
solve quartz watch repair problems. Video tape instructions are also
available at no cost. upon request

ZA900 . • .• . $995

VIDEO TAPE INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED

Battery Life Expectancy

Circuit Board Substitute

Coil T esting

Circ uit Board T esting

*

PUW 211

CASIO G-Shock Type
I
j

•
•I

l

End Size 18 mm GS-819 ....... $2.95 eacn,

J

'

Special
Quantity
Price

$24/Dozen

Parts Available For:

Anwit~

CASIO®

.

•
~
u~~A11-,J
I

f/

.

William Biederman

We're Lookinq For a Few Cood Interviews

AIt

t the last Affiliate Chapter Meeting, the delegates
approved the following recommendation to the
Board of Directors:

"A WI expand and fund a publicity program on a
national level exhorting the talent attributed and
fuction of watchmakers in our technical society."
That's a tall order when you consider the potential costs involved. We always like to try to give our constituants what
they ask for; therefore, I asked the administrators to explore
what would be involved in conducting such a program.

O'd iU:lii1
FRESH NEW STARTS
FOR'88
MAKE US YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR

D'' ~ ;U,11Q

WATCH/
CALCULATOR
BATTERIES
CHOSEN BY
MANUFACTURERS
WORLDWIDE

$15.00 minimum WATS line order

JEWELMONT®~ ~
CORPORATION •

_I

(AREA CODE 612) 646-3800
MINNESOTA WATS 800-742-0608
NATIONWIDE WATS 800-328-0614
800 BOONE AVENUE NORTH
MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA 65427
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To reach the public on the national level you can
choose between television, newspapers, or magazines which
have wide national distribution. A one-time exposure is virtually useless; an effective campaign requires repetition. Print
is less expensive than television, yet one-page, published in
black and white in major magazines costs $64,000 for each
exposure.
Since experts agree that repetition is essential for
success in any advertising or publicity campaign, six exposures
would involve $384,000 for publication costs. In addition,
a minimum of $5,000 for agency fees and artwork would also
be involved.This would amount to a cost of $67 per member.
I doubt if many of the chapter delegates making this proposal,
or voting for its adoption, would agree to such a dues raise
in order to fund a program in which there is no guarantee of
a positive outcome.
We are working on a more realistic plan, one suggested by Bill Botkin of Indiana. If successful, this plan may in
some small way help gain favorable exposure. The public is
fascinated by stories of interesting timepieces and the events
involved in their development. Freelance writers make a living
by writing interesting stories which they place or sell to vari·
ous publications. We have found that most freelance writers
expect a fee to write and place a story. However, some may
be interested in finding interesting subjects to write about so
they can gain their fee from the publisher who buys their
manuscript. We believe we have a method of reaching this lat·
ter group. In order to capture their interest, we must be able
to offer them unusual and interesting interviews from people located in all sections of the country.
What we need are individuals who can generate an
honest and positive interview; one that will present horology
or its related branches in an interesting and professional vain.
We do not want interviews that evolve into an ego trip, or
worse yet, a "dying profession" interview. We have had too
many of these already!
If you know of a prospective interviewee, one who is
genuinely enthusiastic about, and demonstrates a positive
approach to horology-one who can project these feelings
into an interesting interview which may generate a story that
will create the image our delegates had in mind when they
made their proposal, please contact the Publicity and Public
Relations Committee at AWi Central. Give that person's name,
address, and special attributes which makes him or her qualified to represent our trade in such interviews.

BULLETI

OARD

The "Bulletin Board" is the means by which an appeal for
help or information can be made. Readers are urged to write
the "Bulletin Board" whenever they can contribute assistance.

DO YOU HAVE INFORMATION REGARDING THIS
MONTH'S REQUESTS? If so, please write us at the Horological Times, 3700 Harrison Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45211.
Thank You!

B.
A.

NEW REQUESTS

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR WATCH REPAIR BUSINESS
I own an IBM compatible personal computer (PC) and am
looking for software that would allow me to store my customer records. At this time the machine is just a hobby, but
using it in my business could perhaps allow it to earn its keep.
If any readers are using a PC in their watch repair business and
are willing to share information with me, I would be happy to
hear from them.
WWII VINTAGE SETH THOMAS
BOAT & DECK CLOCK MATERIAL
I am seeking a reliable source for Seth Thomas material, particularily balance staffs for WWII Seth Thomas boat or deck
clocks, both round and rectangular platforms.
SETH THOMAS CALIBRE 77 A
I need information about a Seth Thomas Number 77 A clock.
It has 40 teeth in the escape wheel; there are four bolts between the plates to secure it to the back plate. I especially
need information about the verge because it is missing and I
will have to secure or make a replacement. The back plate to
secure it to the case it also missing. Any information anyone
can supply will be appreciated.
QUICK-DRYING EPOXY TYPE GLUE
I was wondering if anyone has compiled a list of the various
uses to which these new quick-drying epoxy type glues can be
applied. I am referring to such products as Lock Tight®,
Aron Alpha®, etc.
EDITOR: We have heard of many uses for these products,
but have never actually seen a list detailing their specific
uses for horology and its related trades. We would be happy
to hear from the readers about how they have found these
materials useful. We will share this information with H. T.
readers.
RETROFIT A HAMILTON CALIBRE 911
Several times a customer with a fine diamond set case containing a Hamilton 911 movement asks to have a new quartz
movement installed. I have not been successful in finding a
movement that will fit all of these cases. We have on occasion
altered a case back to fit a quartz movement. I was wondering
if someone can tell me what movement(s) can be used.

RESPONSES

GRUEN WATCH MATERIAL
We have had additional responses regarding Gruen watch material and while there is no one source for all material, the list
we have includes suppliers of: a limited number of movements;
stems, staffs, hands; and a limited supply of winding parts.
LARGER JEWELS
Our list of sources for larger jewels continues to grow. We now
have a source which stocks a good supply of genuine Hamilton
jewels for Hamilton pocket watches, 35 size deck watches, and
marine chronometers. This source also has a good supply of
Illinois jewels.
BLUE STEEL HAIRSPRINGS
We have located one source for genuine Hamilton Watch Company's blue steel hairsprings in limited quantities and sizes.
RECONDITIONED TELECHRON MOTORS
In response to last month's request for a source for older
alarm, mantel, and chime clock motors, we should point out
that one firm advertising in the classified section of the Nov.
'87 issue specializes in Telechron motors. We still are seeking,
however, sources for other motors-such as: Hammond,
Westclox, Ingraham, Seth Thomas, and others.

C.

*
*
*

*
*

ITEMS STILL NEEDED
Herschede clock parts
original, or generic blue steel, pocket watch hairsprings
retrofit hands (lightweight & poised) with long posts to
fit curved dials
large convex clock crystals (at least 17'' diameter)
parts for 1950 vintage automobile clocks from 1950s era

Each month the "Bulletin Board" will list the responses it
receives. We will also relist those items for which responses
are still sought. All responses will be retained in AWi's source
file and will be available to members when requests for that
particular source or service are received. This process truly
exemplifies the AWi motto "Horologists Helping Horologists".
We welcome your assistance.

January 1988/Horological Times
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Henry B. Fried, CMW, CMC, FAWI, FBHI,

* FNAWCC

Beleasinq the Back Plate
On a Lonqines Pocket Watch

Q

I recently took in for repair a
Longines pocket watch, No.
149391, size 20.4L or size 18.
The problem is I cannot get the back
plate off to get at a broken fourth wheel
jewel. There is a screw or fastener on the
center wheel square head with a washer
under it. This seems to go through the
center wheel pinion but it will not turn
like a screw nor push out like a pin.
The cannon also will not come off in
the usual way.
This watch has some sentimental
value. It states inside the case "Alaskan
metal" and seems to be a white metal
like German silver or some kind of silver.
Someone has cut out a map of Alaska
from copper and hard soldered it to the
back cover.
All I am interested in is getting
the back plate released to get the jewel
replaced and get it back to the owner.
Any help on this would be highly appreciated.
Chester A. Bell
Princeton, IL

A

I believe that y our old Longines
uses their period-style hollow
center pinion. If your cannon
pznzon is smooth, then the center pin
must be driven out while the movement and the jewel area of the lower
center hole on the train bridge must
be supported by a hollow stump closely
fitting the area. The center pin is then
tapped downward and outward from
the cannon pinion.
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This process is detailed and illustrated in 14 pages of text with 20 drawings in my book "Bench Practices for
Watch & Qockmakers ". This is available
to paid-up members of A WI on loan or
you can buy the book from them.
My Longines parts catalog shows
that most watches like it are of the type
described above.

Q

I would greatly appreciate any

information you could give me
on a repeater pocket watch
I now have. The watch case is silver,
60 mm in diameter, with the following
markings :

1)

2)
3)
4)

5)

~

@

Lion ?

Anchor

CV

CU)

lower case y ?
both lids are stamped F858
watch itself is stamped Swiss Made
face is white with Roman numerals,
outside circumference is marked in
numbers 1-300 (25 pts/Roman number), large second hand
key wind, time is also set by key

I would like to know how old
it is and who made it.
A. Martin Lapioli
Green Valley, AZ

A

Your watch case was hallmarked
in Birmingham in 1822-3 (if
your observations are correct).

I think the case was supplied to the movement later than it was made. Had you
made a sketch of the movement, I could
tell you more about the watch, as the
movement is the real heart of the watch.
From the description you supply
of the movement, it is Swiss, of course,
and was made to determine time to a
fifth of a second, possibly for some
scientific purposes. Since it is key wound,
it dates the movement before the invention of the fly-back to zero mechanism;
therefore before 1860, possibly back to
1850. Only a photo of the movement
would resolve that.
Recased watches do not fetch
much in the antique market and such
watches, even in the original cases,
are not overly rare.

I have in my shop for repair
an old clock. The clock is 7 5 cm.
tall and 48 cm. wide. The movement is 48.40 mm long and 81.39 mm
in diameter. There are some markings
on the movement: D 276 D 5 2 H.
The name on the case is:
T LHenry.
Could you tell me its approximate age? How rare is it? Also, do you
know where it was manufactured?
William E. Pulver, Jr.
Amston, CT

Q

(Please turn to page 8)
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Attention
Watchmakers
•
•ISttrel

WATCH BOWS

Fancy
Bows

$ 2.50 each
6.50/3 pcs.
25.00/12 pcs.

Complete Watch Bow Assortment
66 pieces total in clear partitioned box.
1 each yellow and white as follows:
20- Fancy Styles, 5- Round and 8-0val Sizes.

$ 2.00 each
5.00/3 pcs
18.00/dz pcs.
*#24

Bow Assortment# 66

r-1

()

()

()

Yellow
White

165-20
166-20

165-21
166-21

165-22
166-22

165-23
166-23

Yellow
White

165-28
166-28

~

i

n

Yellow
White

165-36
166-36

165-29
166-29

165-37
166-37

165-30
166-30

165-31
166-31

Oval
$1.25 each
3.25/3 pcs.
12.00/12 pcs
Size
12mm
13mm
14mm
15mm
16mm
17mm
18mm
19mm
20mm
21mm
22mm

r,.i.
.A

()

165-25
166-25

165-27
166-27

·..:;;:;.·

*165-24
*166-24

165-32
166-32

0

0

165-40
166-40

165-41
166-41

165-33
166-33

~
~

165-42
f66-42

Large
Fancy
$ 3.00 each

sgg

165-34
166-34

n

.

165-35
166-35

t\

165-43
166-43

165-44
166-44

Railroad-Screw Type
$3.50 each
Yellow

165-62

0

Yellow

White

---------- ----------

165-112
165-113
165-114
165-115
165-116
165-117
165-118
165-119
165-120
165-121
165-122

166-112
166-114
166-115
166-116
166-117
166-118
166-119
166-120
166-121
166-122

Asst 8350 1 pc yellow & 1 pc
white of 6 sizes $12.95

.ll•••·el

165-63

165-64

Flanged or Symmetrical

Round
$1.25 each
3.25/3 pcs.
12.00/12 pcs
Size
13mm
14mm
15mm
16mm
17mm
18mm
19mm
20mm
21mm
22mm

Yellow 165-60
White 166-60

Yellow

$1.50 each
4.00/3 pcs.
15.00/12 pcs
White

----·- ---- ----------

_165-213
165-214
165-215
165-216
165-217
165-218
165-219
165-220
165-221
165-222

166-214
166-215
166-216
166-217
166-218
166-219
166-220
166-221
166-222

Asst 8352 1 pc yellow & 1 pc
white of 6 sizes $13.50

Yellow

Size
12mm
14mm
15mm
16mm
17mm
18mm
19mm
20mm
21mm
22mm

----------

165-312
165-314
165-315
165-316
165-317
165-318
165-319
165-320
165-321
165-322

n

White

-----·--·----

166-312
166-314
166-316
166-317
166-318
166-319
166-320
166-321
166-322

Asst 8353 1 pc yellow & 1 pc
white of 6 sizes $15.95

Size is overall width of bow

Jules Borel & Company, 1110 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, MO 64106
National Order Desk - 1 ·800·333·4646
Borel·Frei, 712 South Olive, Los Angeles, CA 90014
National Order Desk - 1 ·800·654-9591
Otto Frei - Jules Borel, P.O. Box 796, Oakland, CA 94604
National Order Desk - 1·800·772-3456
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
(Continued from page 6)

the use of rack and snail striking.
The casework is individual and
also reflects the taste for more architectural subjects. Similar movements can
be found in wooden cases depicting
churches or castles. Sometimes the casework was done by an individual who
trans[erred the movement from some
other clock. The "Henry" could be the
name of the individual who made the
case to order or for himself
The movement is not rare at
all. The case appears to be one of a kind.

Math. Bauerle
Uhrenfabrik
St. Georgen im Schwarzwald
Telegramme: .,Em bee" • GegrO.ndet 1863
liefert:

Haus-, Wand-, Tisch- und
Rahmenuhren
in nur erstklaasigcr Ausfilhrung

Massive Werke / Prima Gongs
Spc~ialitiit:

The following letters were received
concerning a question which appeared
in the May 1987 issue of "Horological
Times" on page 6.

Westminster- Schlagwerke
jeder Art
Zu beziehen durch die Herren Grossisten

A

In the May 1987 issue of Horological Times in the "Questions
and Answers" column, there is
an inquiry from M.G. Underwood of
Westminster, CO relative to the origin of
a clock with the trademark "EMBEE''.
While Mr. Fried attributes this
movement to Lenzkirche, I believe
research would indicate it to be a product
of the Mathias Bauerle firm, located in
St. Georgen. The source for this trademark is Karl Kochmann's Clock-Watch
Trademarks of European Origin. The
Bauerle firm registered both this EMBEE
trademark and "Peerless" trademark.
I've had both through my shop in times
past.
I hope this may further help
Mr. Underwood to properly identify
the movement for his customers' purposes.
David Hayes
Harlingen, TX

I am writing in reference to
Mr. M.G. Underwood's question
in the May 1987 issue of the
Horological Times.
In 1970 someone had the same
question about the EMBEE in a diamond.
The clocks are made by Mathias Bauerle,
Uhrenfabrik, St. Georgen im Schwarzwald. They also made clocks under the
name "Peerless" and "Jaques" .
Enclosed is a Xerox print from
a Jeweler's Pocket Calendar of 1931
which shows that the company was
founded in 1863 and awarded a grand
prize at St. Louis in 1904.
Frederic W. Jauch
Pittsburgh, PA

A

I have examined the photos of
y our clock. The movement is
French of the !are 19th century.
Th e cartouches is indicative of rhe later
period although little was changed with
the design of the movement other than

A
8
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Gro&er Prels 1004 St. Louis

it was good to hear from you
about the EMBEE mark. In
regard to the 13 tube chime
clock by Jaques , you may know that I
did quite a lot of searching for those
clocks. I found eight of them; one in
New York belonging to a retired judge,
another in San Francisco, and also one
in Pittsburgh among others. It was included in a photo I made and the music
I recorded and wrote about in the Jewelers ' Circular-Keystone, as well as in the
NA WCC bulletin.
What I didn 't know was that
Matthew Bauerle made these. I was
given to believe that these were made
in Baden-Baden. A. clockmaker whose
father worked on these for the importer
told me that the factory producing
these was in Baden-Baden.
Your photocopy of the advertisement makes this sort of definitive
and certainly quotable. The various
tunes other than the standard were composed by the designer who lived in
Brooklyn.

A

Henry B. Fried

r>ench Tip6
Joe Crooks

l

SEND YOUR TIPS TO: Jingle Joe,

Another Use
For Rodico®

AWi Central, 3700 Harrison Avenue,
Cincinnati, 0 H 45211.

The following tip is from Dick Laninga of Lynden, WA.

W

HAT would we do without Rodico®?! I save some of

V the older stuff to use as a mallable mold (older

==:.I Rodico tends to be a bit stiffer). One day a clock
came in with a missing raised numeral one (1). Being basically
cheap (and not being able to find one letter to match the
unique design), I pressed a bit of old Rodico on an existing
number. Carefully removing the Rodico without distorting
the impression, I filled the gap with epoxy cement (the fiveminute kind). I allowed the epoxy to cure overnight, then
removed the Rodico, and there had a good copy of the missing
number! This works good on any raised numbers, Arabic or
Roman. Paint to suit your needs.

Whow, Dick, if you were missing the Arabic numbers
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and the 0 in 10, there wouldn't be a matching number left on the dial to copy! That only leaves 1, 2, 11,
and 12. But you could mold any missing Roman number
from what's left on the dial.
To remove easily from the Rodico® mold, spray a
thin silicone film in the mold before filling it with the epoxy
cement. You can buy silicone spray at auto parts houses.
(Body shops use it to keep plastic molding from squeaking
in your new car ... it won't squeak for two day sf)

Belts For Lathes
Our second tip is from Harold Neill-teacher/instructor at
the Houston Technical College in Houston, TX.

With Harold's short note he sent me two different
length "V" type belts. One was 7-11/16" long, doubled, and
had Brando #1558 stamped on the outside of the belt. The
other one was 9-5/8" long, doubled, and was stamped Brando
#1934. These belts are made of a flexible, tough, transparent,
amber-colored plastic that is reinforced with nylon cord
through the center of the belt to keep it from stretching or
breaking. The outside width of the belt is 6 mm (little less
than W') and the inside width is 3.20 mm, which is exactly
1/8" wide. The inside of the belts are notched every 4 mm,
which makes it fl.ex around small pulleys with very little resistance, and no slip.
This belt is superior to the 0 ring for the watchmakers
lathes because it will not stretch as much or break as quickly
as an 0 ring belt. You will probably need to reposition your
lathe motor to get correct tension on the belt. Barely take out
the slack; this belt rides on the top part of the pulley grooves
and will not slip, with hardly any tension. It gets its grip from
the squeeze on the side of the belt in the pulleys.
These "V" belts can be bought at sewing machine
centers-sales or repair.
Harold also stated in his letter: "On December 9th
I will have completed my 41st year of teaching watch repair
and I still enjoy it. " These people from Texas don 't talk very
much, do they? -That is, with the exception of A WJ's past
president Fred Burckhardt. I can't keep him quiet long enough
to tell him how smart I am!
Hope 1988 will be the best year you've ever had!
Happy New Year! . . . (you too, Fred).

Put a sewing machine belt on your lathe and say goodbye to
lathe belt problems.

TB ROUND MINERAL TEMPERED GLASS CRYSTALS
FEATURES:

8

1.0 - 1.1 mm thickness
Flat Top/Bottom Crystal
Tempered - prevents ordinary breakage
1/10 mm increments 15.0 - 32.5 mm
5/10 mm increments 13.0 - 15.0 mm
32.5 - 36.0 mm

ORDER FROM YOUR
WATCH MATERIAL SUPPLIER TODAY!

ASSORTMENTS:
TB-33
1 ea.
33 popular sizes . . . . . . $70.00
TB-77
1 ea.
77 even sizes. . . . . . . . $152.00
TB-176
1 ea.
176 different sizes . ... $334.50
REFILLS - $24.00/dozen
Each assortment shipped in a container
labeled for the entire line.

AMERICAN PERFIT CRYSTAL CORP
653 Eleventh Ave.,
New York. N.Y . 10036
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CLOCKS htAilIB & Out!

By A.G. Simon

An Alternative ta the Floating Balance from Hermie

I

xcept for a brief period when several German clock

..l!.:iJI manufacturers were experiencing problems with

~excessive wear, due to the now discontinued use of
leaded steel in arbors (see Horological Times "An Update on
Hermle" by David Arnold, January 1984 issue), the striking
clocks produced by Franz Hermle & Son have been a favorite
of repair shops due to the ease of servicing most of their
calibres. Ease of servicing, of course, leads to profitability in
service, something every repair shop appreciates. The popularity of Hermle clock movements is evidenced by the fact
that they are used by virtually every name brand clock company in the United States.
The Hermle calibre 350-060 (shown in Figure 1)
is one that has become familiar to most clock repairers because
most clock firms have used it in their lines for a number of
years. This calibre 350-060 typically shares many of the
desirable features found in many other calibres in the line,
and perhaps several of the less desirable features.
One feature of the Hermle calibre 350-060 (and

FIGURE 1. Shown here is the popular Hermie calibre 350-060 as
pictured in the Hermie bulletin for this clock. The prolific use of this
calibre by manufacturers in the United States has made it quite familiar
to repairers who appreciate the engineering built into it, which provides
for ease in servicing.

10
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FIGURE 2.
barrel arbor
arbor allows
stalled in the

Pictured here is a barrel from calibre 350-060 and the
which has been easily removed because the groove in the
it to be pulled directly out of the barrel while still inclock.

others) that makes it especially easy to service when the problem is a broken power spring, is the fact that the spring barrels
can be removed individually from between the plates without
the need to disassemble or partially disassemble the rest of
the clock movement. A groove in the barrel arbor shown in
Figure 2 allows the arbor to be pulled straight out of the
barrel once the power has been let down and the various
click assembly components have been removed. The barrel
itself can then be carefully slid from between the plates of
the movement.
To remove any of the barrels from the movement
without disassembly:
A. Remove parts F-1, A-5, A-25, E-3, A-2 and A-314
(see Figure 6)
B. Grasp the arbor (E-27 in Figure 6) firmly and pull
straight out.
C. Slide the barrel requiring service from between the
plates, mark the position of notch in the barrel cap,
and remove the cap. Remove and replace the broken
spring.
D. Reinstall the barrel to the movement by reversing
the preceding steps.
Another feature of the Hermle clock movements,

FIGURE 3. Pictured here on the left is the original helical hairspring
floating balance assembly which has been removed from a calibre
350-060 Hermie clock. It has a cracked jewel in the bottom of the tube.
On the right is a replacement balance assembly featuring a conventional
hairspring and regulator which will be substituted in this clock .

Regulating spindle
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FIGURE 4 . Th is factory drawing shows one of the two new balance
assemblies developed by Hermie for use in place of the floating balance
type assembly. This assembly is to be used in the clocks in which the
escape wheel and fork are mounted between the plates of the movement, such as calibre 350-060.

one that makes them a favorite to service, is the striking
mechanism. Once the clock has been reassembled and adjustments made to the quarter hour strikes, the full hour strike
and the hammer and drum positions are easily accomplished.
The various cams, levers and gears can be repositioned by
loosening the "keeper" screws which hold them into position.
While loose, the affected parts can be moved into proper
position and locked in place by retightening the screws.
This eliminates the need to disengage wheels from their
pinions in an effort to move them or the cams attached to
them to their proper position.
Several features of the floating balance have caused
problems and concern for the repairer. The helical spring,
the replacement of cracked or broken jewels, the replacement
of the wire, cleanliness inside the balance tube, and regulation

S.
(f?ai~~lnc.
Worldwide Distributors to Horologists
,~~,I

I/?/

234 Commerce Place, Greemboro, N. C. 27420, U. S. A.
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of the movement while installed in a case have caused a
number of problems. With the aid of David Arnold's article
"Repairing and Adjusting the Floating Balance Movement"
which appeared in the November 1981 issue of Horological

Regulating spindle

Times, repairers have been able to overcome most of these
problem areas. The process of replacing a broken wire, however, and regulation inside the case have continued to present
problems. Now these problems have been eliminated with the
introduction of a new balance assembly which employs
the use of conventional pivots riding in a jeweled bearing,
a conventional hairspring, and a conventional regulator which
has easy accesss while the movement is installed in the case.
Two assemblies have been developed; each can be installed
to replace one of the original floating balance assemblies
using the helical spring (see Figures 3, 4 and 5).
An assembly that can be substituted for the older
"helical spring" type assemblies in calibre 350-060 and other
similar calibres in which the escape wheel and fork are mounted between the plates is shown in Figure 4. The assembly in
Figure 5 can be substituted in calibres 130 and others in which
the escape wheel and fork are mounted on the outside of the
back plate. Note the point of regulation for these two new
balance assemblies. Each is easily accessible from the rear of
the clock with a screwdriver.
The parts identification and assembly position chart
shown in Figure 6 is for the calibre 350-060 and is provided by
by the Franz Hermle & Son Company as part of their continuing effort to assist the repairer to provide adequate service
for their products. Hermle has made available similar charts
for most of the calibre clocks they produce. Copies of such
charts can be obtained from AWi Central when needed.

FIGURE 5. This factory drawing shows the other new balance assembly
by Hermie. It is designed for use with clocks that have the escape wheel
and fork mounted on the outside of the back plate, such as calibre 130.

FIGURE 6 . This schematic of parts identification and placement for
calibre 350-060 is typical of many similar schematics Hermie has made
available for most of the clocks they currently produce. AWi can
supply copies of these schematics as members have need for them.

350-060
177
F.S
13'J(l

1-122

15•28
15-27

M·61

----==::;::::-i

A-'27

15·30
15a2 ...,

When ordering spare parts please use the part number
indicated on the drawing.

H'.! '

I
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If you order spare parts with a number in a circle, please
let us know the part name, the movement number and
the following dates:

~~

·r~
\

' """

A 188

12·14

15·31 ,_,
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Length - L - (in mm)
Length - L - of suspension bridge (in mm)
Diameter (in mm)
Pendulum length (in cm), see stamp on back plate
Year of production, see stamp on back plate

Our Readers Write
I enjoyed reading "Clocks Inside and Out" by
Cameron C. Spicknall, CMW and his method to clean the
floating balance in the November issue of Horological Times.
I would like to obtain the article on "How to Install
the Balance" using the methods set out in the Horological
Times by David Arnold found in the November 1981 issue.
I was not a member at that time and do not have the issue
on file .
I enjoy reading the Horological Times and appreciate
all the helpful tips and methods found in the issues.
Joe A. Boespflug
Dickinson, ND

Enclosed is my renewal membership of $40.00.
The reason I do not have my renewal notice is that I was not
going to renew and filed it in file 13 !
My desire for not renewing is that the publication
seems to contain less and less regarding clock repair and history over the three or four years I have belonged. I realize
only so much can be said and repetition begins.
However, in the light of this has any thought ever
been given to publishing one complete article per month of
the history of each early American well-known clock manu-

--Of.aL

facturer? My customers are always wanting to know something of the history of grandpa or grandma's old clock they
have inherited. Seth Thomas, Ansonia, and Ingraham (to
name but a few) would offer interesting reading to many of
the members.
Joe Benkert
Monroe, WI

Your note enclosed with your dues payment was
very timely. I am enclosing President Biederman 's article
which appeared in the December issue of "Horological Times".
The lack of clock articles is certainly not by design.
It is because we simply can't get anyone to write them. Those
who were willing to spend the time have covered what they
had to say. Several writers who were willing have fallen ill or
left the trade. It now depends on just who, and how many,
will accept President Biederman 's challenge to determine
what the future holds for "Horological Times".
EDITOR

SINCE 1877

BOWMAN TECHNICAL SCHOOL

220 West King Street, LancastP.r, PA 17603
Offers you diploma courses in:
Jewelry Repairing and Stonesetting
Engraving
Watchmaking and Repairing
Clockmaking and Repairing
Send for free broch.u re
An Equal Opportunity Facility

T-288 ULTRASONIC CLEANING MACHINE

OUR MOST POPULAR MACHINE FOR THE CLOCKMAKER.
The T-288 is a self-contained unit available for your ultimate
high volume cleaning needs. The huge 11 quart solution capacity allows the clockmaker to completely immerse even the
largest movements. Inside tank measurements are 11-3/4'
x 9-3/8' x 6' deep. The stainless steel tank and cover are
standard, along with pilot light, tank drain, automatic tuning,
fan cooling and timer. The unit comes with a one year limited
warranty on parts and labor. The T-288 is the ideal ultrasonic
machine for the professional clockmaker and Twin City Supply
is offering it to you at very special savings.

REGULAR SELLING PRICE ................... $725.00
ONE GAL. CLOCK CLEANING CONC ...... 29.65
(makes 8 gallons)
TOTAL VALUE ... ..... ................. .... .......... $754.65

TCS SPECIAL PRICE ................... $580.00

Peak Oulpul Walls , • . .• .. •. 720
Freq. KHz • • • . . . 62
Tank Capacity . . 11 qts. (10 ltr.)
Weight . . ..•.. 21 lbs. (9.53 kg.)
Tank Dimensions

*

TWIN CITY SUPPLY

• (while supplies last)

TWINCO

PHONE AREA CODE 612/545·2725 TOU. FREE MERCHANDISE ORDERING
NATIONWIDE 800/328-6009 MINNESOTA 800/862-8139
6150 Wayzata Blvd.. Minneapolis MN 55416

Input VAC • • .. • • . . • • . .
Hz. . .. . • •• .. ... .
Amp . ....... , •• . •
Watts • • .
Overall Dimensions
12Y2 "x 10"x 11~ "
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SHOPTALK
Wes Door, CMW

CELLS
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have seen quartz watches come into our shop for
repairs after they have been "messed up" by our
===' customer or someone else equally unqualified to accomplish repairs, even those jobs that are as simple as installing a new cell. With this in mind, the remainder of this article
is written with the hope that our Horological Times readers
may be able to post this information in their place of business,
or paraphrase this information to fit their situation, and then
either post it or have it available to show at special times.
Just recently I had an occasion to explain to my
customer why that large fingerprint that I found (which
covered the cell and plate area), was a NO-NO in our profession. I also discovered that the cell was fitted by a person
standing at a showcase ... and I was afraid to ask what kind of
tools were used on this watch. Since this customer just had
this new cell put in and the watch still failed to run, he decided to let me have my turn. I thought this was a wise choice, as
my customer will finally have a real watchmaker work on his
watch.
Now, as I said before, the following is only a rough
draft of steps used in replacing a cell (battery) in our customer's watch. Hopefully, it is written in language for our
customer to easily understand, and explain some of the steps
we use in just fitting a cell. Feel free to copy any or all of
these steps and/or change them to fit your needs.
l\j ~

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY
TO PROPERLY FIT BATTERIES

r

You'll need a clean and dust-free watchmaking bench, many
small tools, including: special screwdrivers with nonmagnetic
blades, special pairs of nonmetallic [plastic] tweezers, a battery tester with a load tester capability, a complete stock of
high-quality, fresh batteries (currently about 80 different
ones), and, of course, the ability to select the proper one for
your watch. Other tools include: case back opening tools
for snap and screw-type cases, lintless watch paper, a Selvyt
Cloth TM eye loupes, proper bench lighting, and case press
(to properly close watch case back).
STEPS TO CHANGE YOUR BATTERY

1)

2)

3)
4)

TO OUR CUSTOMERS
REPLACING YOUR WATCH BATTERY

INTRODUCTION: We are all used to replacing large batteries
such as sizes D, C, AA, and 9-Volt. These batteries are made
up of several cells, whereas a watch battery is made up of only
one cell. Being just one cell and small enough to fit inside of
your watch, a very, very small cell is required. Since this cell
is so small, it requires special handling tools (and knowledge)
just to open the watch case to start the process of replacing
the battery .
There are many reasons why a qualified watchmaker
should work on your watch (including just changing the battery), so check the qualifications of the person working on
your watch. Ask if this person is a member of the American
Watchmakers Institu te (AWI), which assures you of their
usage of the copydghted AWi National Universal Battery
umber System, compiled, edited, and updated by Ewell
D. Hartman, CMW, for AWI.
14
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5)
6)
7)

8)
9)
10)

11)

12)

Clean case (before a removing case back). Observe
case back and advise customer of any marks on the
case back.
Remove back with special case wrenches. Observe for
missing screws, rust, or scratch marks from misuse
by others.
Loosen strap screws.
Remove old cell (with plastic tweezers). Of course,
do not touch any watch parts (including the cell
battery) with fingers! This fingerprint will leave unwanted moisture inside of the watch.
Check old cell (using cell tester) with load tester.
Find proper listing from AWI master BNS Booklet.
Select cell from complete selection. Battery selected
must be: a) proper voltage, b) high drain or low
drain (select proper one), c) correct diameter and
thickness to fit in watch cell well.
Check battery cell contacts (positive and negative).
Check new battery on load tester.
Mark date and watchmaker's initials on new battery.
This date and initials are proof and good assurance of
a watchmaker working on your watch.
Fit the battery in cell well. Do nor touch battery with
fingers! Wa tch parts (including batteries) must not
have fingerprints. Cells may be handled with special
watch paper or Selvyt ClothTM , and using special
battery plastic tweezers.
Replace cell strap and cell strap screws. Check cell
strap insulator if watch has one and be sure it is in
place and intact.

13)

14)

15)

16)

17)
18)

Reinstall alarm spring (if alarm model). If watch has
removable alarm disc, be sure to place it in proper
location and check and reposition extra gasket (if it
has one).
Check back gasket and/or hatch gasket. Lubricate
gasket as needed and place in proper position in
watch or in case back.
Place back on watch and tighten. If it's snap type, use
watch case press to tighten and reseal. If screw type,
use a proper case wrench to secure and reseal the
back, as the back must be tightened properly to maintain original seal. Some watches have a one-piece
case plus a lens crystal and a snap-type stem. Crystal,
stem, and crown must be removed first, and then the
movement may be removed from the case. A special
crystal lift tool will be needed to remove and replace
the crystal.
Check watch for impulse. Observe the hands; be sure
they are tracting (running).
Set customer's watch to correct time. Set date, alarm,
etc. and be sure all functions work properly.
Tell the customer of any future potential work necessary, such as worn gaskets, small cracks in crystals,
etc. Advise if needed now or at a future date.

A qualified watchmaker should be the only person
working on your watch, even to install a new battery.
Yes, .we are qualified ... Wes Door, Certified Master
Watchmaker, and member of the American Watchmakers Institute.

OUR LOWEST
PRICES EVER!

PANASONIC

WATCH
BATTERIES
Precision Engineered For
Accurate Time Keeping!

33c

rstock No 3921

AS LOW AS
NO.
NO.
NO.
NO.
NO.
NO.

•

Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale

.39ct
.33¢
.46e
.46¢
.43e
.46ct

NO.
NO.
NO.
NO.
NO.

391
377
343
371
303

-

Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale

.42C
.46¢
.44¢
.43¢
.79C

YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR:

Battery replacement is big business and closi ng watch
backs used to be big trouble ... no more! This patent pending watch closing kit, made of high strength, light weight
plastic, handles every size watch with domed or flat crysta ls. Designed so that the watch case and crystal w ill not be
scratched or damaged . Easy to handle, anyone can now
close a watch .. . anyone! Kit includes 12 disks, two sizes
per disc for total accuracy in matchi ng watch back and
crystal sizes. Steady, gentle pressure snaps every case shut,
quick and easy, Watch battery replacement is now hasslefree. The Watch Closing Tool Kit C0750 . . . $39.95.
FOR TOLL FREE ORDERS

-

Sale Prices Good Thru Jan . 30, 1988

Closing Watch Backs Is Now A Snap!

1-800-4-KASSOY

364
392
397
389
362
399

EACH

KASSOY

Tools and supplies for the jewelry trades.
32 West 47th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10036
In N.Y. state: 212-719-2290

Watch Movements, Watch Material,
Findings & Fillings,
Tools & Watch Supplies!

MEN'S SPEIDEL
LC MODULES

$

Regularly $15 Each - - NOW

v,

1

10OO
EACH

TOLED0° JEWELERS
"Everything for the Watchmaker"
245 Twenty Third St.. P.O. Box 973, Toledo. Ohio 43696

ORDER TOLL FREE! ...
OHIO CALL 800-472-0120, OTHERS 800-537-0260
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WATtJHE~
This article has been made available to HOROLOGICAL TIMES
by Mr. Scott Chou, General Manager of CED, SPG, and Technical
Divisions, Coserv, Seiko Time Corporation.

Scott Chou

CIRCUIT BLOCK DIAGNOSIS

Ill,
S

ince the quartz watch innovated the watch industry,
there have been less mechanical watches produced.
~ Consumers tend to buy a new quartz model instead
of having their old mechanical watches repaired. Therefore,
watchmakers who are in practice should keep up their service
technique by attending the technical seminar and/or job training.
Seiko was the pioneer in introducing the quartz
bench courses to watchmakers. It began in 1979 with the coordination of Seiko watch distributors throughout the U.S.
region. As time went by, the manufacturer was also able to
supply the trade with different service techniques and/or product information based on advancing technological achievements.
Example: Seiko's New Analogue/Digital Quartz
Service Technical Guide first introduced in March 1987
contains the latest service techniques on all quartz watches.
This includes a different method of measuring current consumption for the whole movement/module. By doing so, the
manufacturer must supply the current consumption of the
circuit only and the complete movement consumption along
with the output signal of each type of watch (calibre/movement).
You can obtain Seiko & Pulsar movement consumption list by mailing a self-addressed, stamped (postage $.90)
large manila envelop to:

SERVICE TIP:
How to distinguish the circuit and coil condition.
(Preparation)
A)
B)
C)

A volt meter or amper meter with reading scale up to
12 UA
Power supply DC 1.5 V (a good battery)
The consumption value of the movement to be
checked

Testing Steps
1)

2)
3)

Open the caseback of the watch and remove the old
battery.
Set the volt meter to the ampere range ( 12 uA).
Connect the battery to the movement and meter
(see Figure A).

DC 12µA

COSE RV
1111 MacArthur Blvd.
Mahwah, NJ 07430
Attn.: Technical Services
AWi members who save their copies of the Horological Times
can refer to pages 36-38 of the February 1987 issue for these
charts.
A proper diagnosis of the circuit condition can incre.ase your operation efficiency. Therefore, I have centralized the checkpoints in this article.

16
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Remark: Place the battery (+) on the metal portion (train
wheel bridge) of the movement. Connect the meter black
(-) probe to the battery (-) and the red (+)probe to the circuit terminal.

Read the results as follows:

Example: The movement to be checked with movement com·
plete consumption of 2.5 uA and circuit only 0.5 uA with
output signal/sec interval.
EXPLANATION

A
B

c
D

RESULT

A. Every second, the meter pointer
swings up to 2.5 uA and returns
back to 0.5 uA.

A. Circuit and coil are in
good condition.

B. Meter pointer swings up to 0.5
uA with a very small tick.

B. Circuit is OK.
broken.

C. Meter pointer stays on 0.5 uA
without even a small swing.

C. Circuit is defective.

D. Meter pointer swings up to 12 uA

D. If the pointer swings
back, read results of
A, B, or C. If the
pointer stays on 12
uA there is a circuit
defect and/or a coil
short.

1 By tapping the power supply
probe a few times (black probe
with battery [-] ).

WRISTWATCHES
PATEK PHILIPPE 18K
Round $800.00 Up
Round Automatic $1000.00 Up
Square $1100.00 Up
Rectangular $15 00.00 Up
Rectangular Curvex $2200.00 Up
Moonphase Calendar $8000.00 Up
Chronograph $6500.00 Up
Perpetual Calendar Moonphase & Chronograph $20,000.00 Up
World Time $15,000.00 Up
Minute Repeater $35,000.00 Up

RO LEX
Stainless Bubbleback $300.00 Up
14K Bubbleback $1000.00 Up
18K Bubbleback $1300.00 Up
18K & Stainless Hooded Bubbleback
$1500.00 Up

CHARLES CLEVES
Member: AWi, NAWCC

14K or 18K Hooded $2500.00 Up
18K Moonphase (Screwback) $6000.00 Up
18K Chronograph $3000.00 Up
Stainless Chronograph $700.00 Up
14K Doctors $2000.00 Up
SS or GF Doctors $600.00

GRUEN
GF Side Wrist $150.00 Up
GF Side (Solid Lugs) $350.00 Up
GF or SS Double Dial $350.00 Up
14K Double Dial $1000.00 Up
Jump Hour Double Dial SS or GF $900.00
14K Jump Hour Doctors $2500.00 Up
GF Curvex 50-53mm Long $275.00
GF Curvex 47-49mm $160.00
14K Curvex 50-53mm Long $1500.00 Up
123 Extra (Mvt Only) $150.00
877 Mvt. Only $100.00

319 FAIRFIELD AVENUE
BELLEVUE, KY 41073

Coil

HAMILTON
Ventura Electric (14K Triangular) $700.00 Up
Pacer (GF Triangular) $150.00 Up
Spectra (14K Oval) $225 .00 Up
Side Wrist $100.00 Up
14K Flip Up Lid $750.00 Up
Spur (14K Black Enamelled Bezel) $1000 Up
Piping Rock $550.00 Up
Coronado $550.00 Up
Doctors GF $350.00 Up
GF Reversible $300.00 Up

VACHERON & CONSTANTIN 18K
Round $550.00 Up
Round Automatic $750 .00 Up
Square $700.00 Up
Rectangular $1000.00 Up
Chronograph $3000.00 Up
Calendar Date Day Month $1500.00 Up
Moonphase Calendar $4000.00 Up
Minute Repeater $25,000.00 Up

1-606-491-0354
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ROCK QUARRY

et-UV
Fred Burckhardt

T

his may sound li ke a rather strange t itle fo r an article,
but actua lly it contains one of t he basic trut hs of
~ mank ind. Th is is one of t he problems with our pro·
fession t oday-we do n't concentrat e enough on the mean ing of
life. Instead we spend our time doing things like repairing
watches and clocks! So how can we expect to live a full life if
we don't know how to live it the right way?
This was brought to my attention several years ago.
Things were going as usual at the store. I was getting tired
from using the fire hose to keep the customers back. Even
though they'd take a number at the door when they came in,
they still wouldn't wait their turn. I decided to take a break
and walk around town. I didn't think I was going to make it
to the door with people screaming, fighting, and pushing
(I'm talking about the employees, not the customers) .
While walking along the street, I met a young man
selling waxpaper. The remarkable thing about it was that it
was used waxpaper. According to him, he had the market
cornered. I had to admit, he didn't have too much competition. In the past 20 years I don't remember see ing more than
five or six engaged in the same occupation.
Having aroused my curiosity, I asked him, "Do you
sell much of this stuff--especially the crumbled-up kind?"
He said, "No, I don't sell much of it at all. Except
on rainy days when some people buy it to cover their heads.
Very few ever take any but most all drop a little something in
the box."
"Then it must be a lucrative business?"
"Not really," he answered. "It does make me enough
to put some food on the orange crate. But I don't need a lot
to get by . After all, food isn't the staff of life."
I answered by saying, "Maybe it isn't your staff, but
it sure is mine. How lorig do you work each day?"
"Just a few hours a day and only three or four days
a week ."
"What do you do with all your spare time?" I asked.
"Al I my spare time is used to contemplate the real
meaning of life," he answered .
"And what is the meaning of life?" I asked.
He said, "I don't know yet. That's why I need so
much time to contemplate it."
"Did you ever think about getting a job and doing
your contemplating on nights and weekends?" I asked.
"You're just like the rest of them. You waste your
life working. What kind of work do you do, anyway?"
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I said, "I'm a watchmaker."
"A watchmaker," he repeated. "You spend all your
time working on things that show people how fast time flies
by, and yet you never think about the universe being timeless."
"Maybe so," I said, "But I have a funny family.
They're used to things like food, clothing and shelter. The
pittance I earn goes to buy these things for them."
"That's what I mean!" he said. "All those things
are unimportant. All I need are a few crumbs, a cloth for
cover, and the universe is my home. Your preoccupation with
time only destroys true life."
"Where would we be without time?" I asked him.
"Without time, the world wou ld be in utter chaos. We wouldn't
know when to eat, work, play, go to bed, etc., etc., and so
on!"
"Eat when you are hungry, sleep when you are tired,
work when you feel like it."
This guy was sounding like a bald-headed llama from
Mongolia, but he was starting to make sense. I said, "We
could do away with all the watches and clocks-and even
better, get rid of all the watch and clock repairmen." I was
starting to understand how it could make the world a better
place. But then I thought about all my friends in the business
and how neither one of them would be able to find a job.
On the other hand, the alternative made more sense.
I got change for a quarter, dropped a dime in the
fellow's box , and went back to the st0re. After making my
way th rough t he maddening crowd, I gathered up all the
watches and clocks, went out to the parking lot, dumped them
in a pile, soaked the m with lighter fluid and started the fire.
The plastic die n't bu m , it just melted . But my point was made.
As we were listening to the batteries pop, I felt a
hand on my shoulder. It was the boss. He asked, "What's
this all about?" I explained what was taking place. He put his
arm around my shoulder, smiled, and said, "If you're not
out of my sight in five seconds, I'm going to tear your lungs
out!"
Of course, it was just a guess on my part, but I felt
as though he wasn't too happy with what I was doing.

***
If you ever need any used waxpaper, let me know.
have some nice pieces with dried egg salad, but it's still useable.
UCID

FITTING BATTERIES
WITH SAPPHIRE DIALS

:u

any dials made of synthetic sapphire
cracked by the watchmaker (or
=~~store clerk) when batteries are replaced in such watches. The cause is that these
dials are glued to a thin metal plate so that dial
legs can secure the dial unit to the movement.
When a battery is replaced, the watchmaker or
clerk tries to save time and merely shifts the
battery clip out of the watch, wedging the
battery loose, cracking the dial below, or does
the damage when he presses the battery in
attempting to "sneak" it under the battery clip.
The proper manner is to remove the
clip, then gently remove and equally as tenderly
replace the new battery. New sapphire dials
cost over $50.00.
Henry B. Fried
Technical Director, AWi

I are

ur:::m

WATCHMAKERS

-

JEWELERS

DIAGNDSE DEFECTIVE QUARTZ WATCHES IN SECONDS

NOW!!
2 WAYS TO MAKE
LIFE EASIER!!
Two assortments designed to aid the jeweler
and watchmaker who sells and services Seiko,
Pulsar and Lorus watches. No need to order a
stem and/or crown when a watch is brought
in for repair. The cost of these assortments
represents a savings of almost 50% of factory
listed material prices. SAVE!! an additional
10% when purchasing both assortments at the
same time. Cost for both - $80.95.

CROWN ASSORTMENT #4010 FOR
SEIKO - PULSAR - LORUS - $39.95
Contains two each of the most popular stems
covering over 100 models. 24 bottle leatherette
cabinet contains 48 stems (2 per model).
CROWN ASSORTMENT #8501 FOR
SEIKO - PULSAR - LORUS - $49.95
Contains two each of the most popular crowns
covering over 30 models. 24 bottle leatherette
cabinet contains 40 crowns (2 per model),
4 empty bottles for expansion.

•
QUARTZ WATCH TESTER

MODEL WT-100

ray gaber co.
800 PENN AVE.e PITTSBURGH, PA 15222

e

412/281-4323

FEATURES:
•Simple to use -

CALL TOLL FREE
PA 800-792-2820
NATIONAL 800-245-5090

no knowledge of electronics required

•No adjustments required
• Tests watches with or wHhout power cell s
• Rapidly isolates electronic or mechanical defects
•Pinpoint component failures wi thout component removal
•Tests silver-oxide power cells
• All solid state - no moving parts
• Uses a single 9-volt battery
•Compact - measures only s.1s· X 3.6· X 1.3·
•Designed, engineered, and manufactured in the USA

INCLUDES:
•Complete operating instruct i ons

------------------------

Please rush _ _ _ _ #4010 Stem Assortments@ $39.95 each

Please rush _ _ _ _ :#8501 Crown Assortments@ $49.95 each
Please rush _ _ _ Combination #4010 and :#8501 Assortments
@ $80.95 each

• Test leads
•Magnetic pickup accessory
• 9-volt battery
•Ona year warranty

PRICE :
549.95 plus $2.00 shipping & handling
(NY customers add sales tax)

CITY
ZIP _ _ _ __ _ _

ORDER FROM:
Innovative Electronics, Inc.
64-46 84th Street
Flushing, NY 11379

ACCOUNT NO. --------------~

L-----------------------~
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Archie B. Perkins, CMW , FNAWCC, CMBHI
(All rights reserved by the author)

Antique Watch Restoration

1988
©

Part XXV
GENEY A STOP WORK

T

he Geneva stop work (sometimes referred to as a
"Maltese Cross" stop work) is a two piece devi.ce
~ used in some of the better grade antique watches with
going barrels. · ote: This style of stop work is also used in
clocks, music boxes, and instruments. One of the pieces
which fits tightly onto the square of the barrel arbor is called
the male or finger piece and the other piece fits around a
shoulder in a sink on the barrel cover and is held in place with
a large-headed screw. This later piece is called the female
piece or Maltese Cross which it resembles, thus giving it a
name of "Maltese Cross" stop work.
Figure 1 shows how the stop is situated on the
mainspring barrel cover. View A shows the Maltese Cross
mounted on the barrel cover and View B shows the finger
piece mounted on the square of the barrel arbor. These two
pieces work together to control the number of turns that the
mainspring can be wound and consequently the number of
turns that the mainspring can run down. This allows the center
part of the mainspring with the most uniform power to be
used. This results in a watch which is more accurate in timekeeping than one that has no stop work. Without a stop
work, when a mainspring is wound tightly, the balance wheel
takes more motion than when the mainspring is almost run
down. Therefore, these extremes are avoided with the stop
work which is set up correctly. If a mainspring is capable
of being wound six turns without the stop work being connected , and the stop work is designed to allow four turns of
winding and unwinding, then two turns of the mainspring
will not be used. Therefore, the mainspring should be wound
fully , then let down one turn before connecting the stop
work in a wound-up position. Now, as the spring runs down,
the stop work will allow a four turn run-down of the mainspring which still leaves one tum of power on the mainspring when the stop work is in a run-down position. If the
watch barrel has 80 teeth and the center pinion has 10 leaves,
this would give a ratio of 8: 1. Therefore, four turns of winding x 8 (8: 1) = 4 x 8 = 32 hours the watch will run on one
complete winding of four turns. If the watch is wound every
24 hours, then there would be eight hours of reserve power
on the mainspring after the watch has run 24 hours.
THE OPERATION OF THE GENEVA STOP WORK
Figures 2 and 3 show the operation of the stop work.
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The Maltese Cross or female piece can be thought of as a
wheel with slots and arms instead of conventional teeth.
The finger piece can be thought of as a wheel with only one
tooth. The one tooth on the finger piece gears into the slots
of the Maltese Cross. Each time the finger piece makes a
revolution, the Maltese Cross moves to the next position.
The ends of all of the arms on the Maltese Cross have a concave form except for one arm which has a convex shape at
its end. This convexed arm is the stop arm for the stop work.
The concave arms are for allowing the Maltese Cross to tum
from one position to another past the edge of the finger piece
body.
View A, Figure 2 shows both pieces of the stop work
engaged. The finger is in a slot of the Maltese Cross. Point
"a", Figure 2 shows a locking comer of the finger piece locked
against the convex stop arm of the Maltese Cross in a run-

Figure 2

Figure 3

D
A

j

,

A

B

down position. In this position, the mainspring cannot run
down any further. Although there is still some power on the
mainspring, the watch will stop when the stop work reaches
this position. Now, we place a key on the square of the barrel
arbor and turn the barrel arbor in a counterclockwise direction. When this is done, the mainspring is being wound and,
at the same time, the finger on the finger piece turns the
Maltese Cross. As the finger is leaving the slot in the Maltese
Cross, a locking comer of the finger piece contacts the hollow
of an arm of the Maltese Cross and moves the Maltese Cross
clockwise so the hollow will go against the edge of the body
of the finger piece. This is shown in View B, Figure 2 at point
"b". Note: It is very important that the hollows of the arms
be smooth and that the locking corners of the finger piece
be slightly rounded and smooth to avoid any resistance to free
movement.
Figure 3 shows the continued movement of the stop
work. View A shows the hollow of the arm against the edge
of the finger piece. It is very important that the fit of hollow
against the edge of the finger piece be a close fit, but it must
be completely free. It is also important that the two surfaces
be smooth to avoid sticking. If there is too much space between the two pieces in this position, there is danger of
jamming of the two pieces as the finger starts to enter a slot
of the Maltese Cross. The jamming is between the corner or
end of the finger and the comer of the slot.
View B, Figure 3 shows the stop work at the point
of entry of the finger into the last slot of the Maltese Cross
during the winding up of the mainspring. Note that the point
or horn on the arm of the Maltese Cross is touching the edge
of the finger in this position. As the arbor is turned further
counterclockwise, the point or horn slides down the side of
the finger toward its base which moves the Maltese Cross
clockwise. Note: It is very important that the side of the finger
be smooth and that the corner of the arm be smooth to avoid
jamming of the two surfaces. Finally, the locking corner of
the finger piece shown at "a" comes against the convexed
locking arm of the Maltese Cross at point "b" which prevents

B

the mainspring from being wound any further. At this point,
the mainspring is not completely wound tight but it cannot
be wound any further. As the mainspring runs down from
this position, the barrel arbor remains still and the barrel
turns around the arbor until the stop works come to the
position that is shown in View A, Figure 2 with the locking
corner of the finger piece against the locking arm of the
Maltese Cross.
When checking the stop work for freedom of operation, do not have the mainspring in the barrel. To check the
stop work, one would hold the barrel arbor and spin the
barrel on the arbor in both directions from a run-down position to a wound-up position and vice versa to detect any
sticking or jamming of the stop work. Note: It is very important that the Maltese Cross fits closely around its stud
on the barrel cover and that the finger piece fits tightly on the
square of the barrel arbor and that these pieces run true and
line up with each other.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF A GENEVA STOP WORK
WITH FOUR TURNS
Figure 4 shows the method of construction of a four
turn Geneva stop work. In the first place, the Maltese Cross
(female part) and the finger piece (male part) have a definite
relationship to each other and to their center distance. Therefore, the dimensions of both parts are determined by multiplying the center distance by a constant figure for each dimension. The following formulas are used to determine the dimensions of a four turn Geneva stop work.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

FINGER PIECE (MALE)
O.D. of Blank= C.D. x 1.20.
Finished Diameter of Blank = C.D.
Diameter of Holes for Finger = C.D. x .20.
Holes are separated by 38 degrees.
Distance of holes from center of blank = C.D. x .448.
Distance of holes from outside of blank = C.D. x .152.
Width of finger at end = C.D. x .29.
January 1988/Horological Times
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~ILITABY
TI~E
Marvin E. Whitney, CMW, CMC, FAWI

It has almost been a half century since the United States began its
military buildup to counter the events taking place in Europe and the
rest of the world at that time. Some very unique timepieces were quickly engineered in watch factories both in the United States and Switzerland. There seems to have been a rebirth of interest in these timepieces

in recent years. We are pleased to begin this series on military timepieces
by Marvin E. Whitney . Mr. Whitney writes from first-hand knowledge,
having worked with these timepieces in the chronometer shop at the
Naval Observatory .
Editor

Aircraft Clock
LONGINES·WITTNAUER
TYPE AN5743-1A
Caliber 63, 19 Ligne, 7 Jewels

T

he Longines-Wittnauer Watch Company, for nearly
80 years, has been the leader in the design and de~ ve/opment of aviation timepieces. In 1918, the
Wittnauer division created the first aircraft clock for the U.S.
Air Corps. Since then, very little changes have occurred in the
design and appearance of this type of clock. This type of clock
was intended for use in aircraft for time determination only
and not for navigational purposes. Thus, through the years,
it has remained rather basic. Even in those produced by
Longines and several other watch companies during World
War 11, little change has taken place.
Their 1918 model was identified as Wittnauer's
8-day Dashboard Clock. The 7-jewel movement was encased
in a dull black metal case which was attached to the aircraft's
instrument panel with four screws. The dial was black with
radium-painted hands, numerals, and graduations. The winding
and setting knob was located at the 6 o'clock position_
Other than the design of the movement, Wittnauer's
caliber 63 aircraft clock was very similar to their 1918 mode/_
Instead of being housed in a black metal case, it was encased
in a black phenolic case which was attached to the aircraft's
instrument panel with two screws instead of four, and the
winding knob was located in the lower left hand corner of
the case, rather than in the center. The hands, numerals, and
graduations were finished in a fluorescent, luminescent material which was more sensitive to the instrument panel's lighting
than radium (see Figures 1 and 2).
The clock ran for eight days and was powered by a
dual barrel-mainspring assembly. See Figure 3.
24
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Figure 1. Wittnauer type AN5743-1 A Aircraft Clock Dial.

Figure 2. Exploded view of case and winding mechanism.

Figure 3. Expl o d ed view
.
of movement.
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Old ffTatches
Charles Cleves

Wristwatch Fever

0

ne of the hottest new collectible fields today is that
of wristwatches. Is it a passing fad, or is it here to
stay? For the following reasons I think it is here to

stay .

1. Wristwatches are small enough to store and transport.
2. The number of dealers and collectors has increased
tenfold over the past four years.
3. The quality of the cases is far superior to that of the
present watches.
4. Being a relatively new field, there are still many
bargains and rare watches to be found.
5. A collection is easily shown by wearing different
watches every day.
6. Through advertising reproduction moonphase,
curvex, side wrist, and reversible, fashion designers
and watch companies have created a desire to own
old original models in the fashion-conscious public.
The price of some models has been pushed extremely
high while that of others has remained fairly low. Eventually,
as the long term market becomes stable, there is bound to be
a leveling of prices. Currently, the majority of the watches
are sold from dealer to dealer. This can only happen as long
as prices keep rising. Eventually, prices will peak out and
the only way to sell some of the more inflated pieces will
be to discount them. At the present rate of growth, it may
take several years to reach this point. It happened to pocket
watches five years ago and many of the important watches
in the five to ten thousand dollar price range are only bringing
half of what they were in 1980 and 1981.
Presently the more desirable watches are repeaters,
perpetual calendars, moonphase, reversibles, doctors, side
wrist, and chronographs. The less desirable are alarms, up/
down indicators, bumper automatics, and ladies' watches.
Leading the list of watch companies is Patek Philippe. Because
of the quality and past accomplishments of the company,
not to mention the unusual features, Patek Philippe is the
most sought-after brand. Vacheron and Constantin, Audemars
Piguet, and Piaget follow close behind. Companies which
produce a high quality watch that has not been heavily collected include Omega, Longines, and Baume & Mercier.
Illinois, Hamilton, Bulova, Elgin, Waltham, Benrus and Gruen
are generally considered American wristwatches even though
a great many of the movements were Swiss made. Hamilton
was the most collected watch of these companies until two
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Figure 1

years ago. It was at this time that the Europeans started
buying up all of the Gruens . They were particularly interested
in t
Jxtra long curvex and doctors watches. There are many
very valuable watches made by these two companies which
are still frequently found today. From Hamilton, there are
unusually shaped electrics, reversibles, doctors, flip-up lids,
and enameled bezels. From Gruen , there are jump hour
doctors, extra long curvex, side wrist, and flip-up lid watches.
Check your collection of old wristwatches; you may already
own some valuable ones.
HAMILTON DOCTORS WATCH
This style of watch (Figure 1) with the split dial was
marketed for doctors because the hour and minute hands
never overlapped the second hand. This made it easier to take
a pulse no matter what time it was. This was not just a matter
of putting a different dial on the watch. The center wheel
was cut off and a pinion was mounted on it. A solid post was

Figure 2

Figure 3

set off-center by approximately five millimeters. The minute
wheel was placed in between the center wheel pinion and the
cannon pinion which was on the solid post. There are two
distinct layouts of the Hamilton doctors movements. These
movements are marked 980A and 9808. They were first
produced by Hamilton around 1936. Most of the other major
companies produced watches of this style. All of them are
very collectible. The watch in this picture is in a yellow goldfilled case. Watches of this caliber start around $400.00.
LECOULTRE REVERSIBLE
This is truly one of the finest sport watches of its
time (Figure 2). In the early thirties, Le Coultre introduced
this watch which has an inner case that rotates around within
an outer shell. One side of the case has the dial and hands
and the other side has a protective cover. The watch was
worn with the attractive and more durable side out. To view
the time, the wearer would flip the center over, read the
time, then flip it back. This protected the crystal from being
scratched or broken. Hamilton produced a similar model in
a yellow gold-filled case about the same time. These watches
were excellent retirement gifts since there was so much room
to engrave on the covered side. The watch shown in Figure 2
is made of stainless steel. They were also made of 14K and
18K gold. Stainless steel models start around $500.00.
HAMILTON ELECTRIC
The Pacer model in Figure 3 is white and yellow
gold filled. It was introduced by Hamilton around 1956.

Figure 4

The model similar to this in 14K gold is named Ventura.
It is the most sought-after of all the electric watches. The
Art Deco case style appeals to many collectors of furniture,
art, and other fields not connected to watches. These watches
had the first electric movement made, the Hamilton 500.
Part of their desirability comes from having the first electric
movement. This also makes them difficult to repair and keep
running. Many collectors buy and sell them not running.
Most watchmakers are glad to sell these watches because of
the nightmares they have from repairing them. It is important
that the gold-filled cases are not too badly worn. Prices on the
gold-filled Pacer start at $200.00 not running. The Ventura
starts around $750.00 not running.
RO LEX BUBBLEBACK
(See Figure 4.) This is the name collectors have given
to the early automatics with the completely hidden balance
wheel. No matter which way you turn the automatic rotor
you cannot see any part of the balance wheel. These movements marked "NA" under the dial are caliber 620 or 630.
The term bubbleback comes from the high-domed back
protruding from the back of the case. This style was introduced by Rolex in 1935 and was made into the late forties.
Do not confuse these with the 1950s watches, because the
bubblebacks are worth twice as much. Last year the Europeans
took an interest in these watches and the price doubled.
Two years ago it was hard to get $500 for a 14K model.
Now they start at $1000.00 and up.

January 1988/Horological Times
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James Adams, CMW

Watch Cases
'

n your career the least repairable segment of your
watch repair will be the watch case-either pocket
~ or wristwatch. Let's identify the various types of
metals and plastic that are used in watch cases:

.11

KARAT GOLD cases are produced in 20K, 18K, 14K, lOK, or
SK gold. When speaking of karat gold we speak of an alloy.
l 8K gold is comprised of 18 parts of fine gold and 6 parts of
alloy material. 14K is 14 parts fine gold and 10 parts alloy,
and so on. All divisions are by weight, not volume.
GOLD-FILLED is a layer of karat gold bonded to a base metal.
ROLLED GOLD PLATE is really karat gold rolled to a micro
thinness and bonded to a base metal.
MICRON is a fancy term, in my mind, for gold plating.
FLASH PLATING or GUILDING is a quick gold plating to
make a case look expensive while new, but rubs off in normal
wear.
5-10-15-20-25-30-YEAR CASES was where a casemaker
guaranteed a case to wear well up to that many years. This was
a type of gold-filled case. In 1924 the U.S. government prohibited that type of case description.
STERLING SILVER cases are 925/1000 fine silver.
COIN SILVER cases are 900/1000 fine silver. This is alloyed
with copper.
SILVEROID cases are 45% nickel, 54% copper, and 1% manganese, with no fine silver.
STAINLESS STEEL
CHROME-PLATED
TITANIUM
PLASTIC
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So, what types of cases and what repairs can the
bench horologist effect? Young novice, you have now been
elevated to horologist. Most of your patrons won't know what
that is; they'll suspect a connection to the oldest profession.
(My patrons have fun at my expense over that one.) But they
seem to show a deference and respect over that strange word.
Anyway, the repairable cases would be karat gold,
gold-filled, old guaranteed cases, sterling, coin silver, and
silveroid. Areas of problems in hunter cases are worn locking
lip on the case lid (see Figure 1). Another problem is a worn
lid lifter spring or its lid lifter base. Figure 2 and 2A show the
good and bad of these mechanisms. However, still the most
prevailing problem is the worn locking lip (Figure 1). This is
caused by the owner and some watchmakers snapping the lid
shut. The correct way to close a hunter is to depress the lid
unlock crown or button, close the lid, and release the unlock
crown or button. This causes NO wear on the lid locking lip.
On karat gold, 5 through 30 year cases, silver and silveroid
hunters, the case lids can be removed (a trying experience at
times) and a gold or silver solder buildup can be effected at
the worn areas, filed, and dressed to finish.
Another problem I see from time to time is where
hinge wire is worn and bent out of shape and effects a poor
lid to case fit. Removing that worn hinge can cause your
blood pressure to rise. In nicely made American pocket watches there are two flat steel leaf springs in the case. One is for
activating the lid opening latch and the other is used to push
open the lid after the crown button is pressed. These are very
nicely made and cause little or no trouble. The newer hunters
use a wire type spring, and this idea is the pits. Anything to
shave a few pennies off the manufacture cost!
I've got a set of ding blocks and dies to remove case
lid and back dents. The dies look like Figure 3 in several sizes.
The ding blocks are hard wood cavities shaped like negative
case backs (that is, they are recessed shapes you place the case
back into, and gently hammer or rub the die on the case back to
remove the dents).' I don't like to use these blocks. Instead, I
use a folded towl to form a soft cushion base. Ask the patron
if he wants the dents removed. Sometimes case dents are a
VALUED part of that pocket watch! I've said it before and
now I'll say it again. Young friend, American pocket watches
are an art in themselves. You will be best served to learn to

Figure 1. Good hunter lid to locking
lever fit. Below: Worn hunter lid locking
lip due to snapping shut.

Figure 5. Fitted and soldered
clock bushing tubing.
Figure 2A. Worn lid lip.

Figure 6. Filed out and
formed loop.

Figure 3.

Figure 4. Worn case loop.
Figure 2. A) case lid, B) lifter spring,
C) hinge. Good hunter lid and lifter
spri ng.

service this type of timepiece.
Ladies' cases, karat gold, gold-filled, and rolled gold
plate ... years ago we would average one or two case repairs
a week. There would be two areas of case repair to be made.
One would be where the case bracelet loops would wear
through (Figure 4). Here we would take a piece of clock bushing tubing. Cut, file, and fit as in Figure 5; then gold solder in
place and saw out the excess bushing as in Figure 6. I enjoy
this type of work. It is a nice change of pace.
Another type of ladies' case work was holes in the
case back. This also occurred in gent's cases. Here we would
simply run low melt gold solder into the case back holes
to cure the problem. I've seen some cases of lead solder
used instead. Lead just doesn't hold up. There may be arguments for it-I don't know. For example, gent's chromeplated cases. Some patrons wHl not part with their favorite
work watch even if the case is literally falling apart, chrome
worn away at the edges (file and dress these down), and the
lug holes for spring bars are half gone. Figure 7 shows lead
solder in a permanent piece of heavy wire in place of a spring
bar. Some patrons have enough money in their pockets to buy

Figure 7. Worn gent's spring bar
lug. Soldered in solid wire in
place of spring bar. This occurs on
"old faithful" chrome cases.

five new watches but they simply "like" old faithful. So
accommodate them. Remember, the bottom line is what the
patron wants, not what you want. If it can be done, do it. If
you don't, the guy across the street will, along with all his
future business. Stay away from flash-plated or guilded case
repairs. You will recognize them; they have a "tinny" look
about them. Also, stay away from plastic cases. I hate even to
change energy cells in these. The darn case may break on me,
and there I am, looking like a fool. I just bought a case and an
indignant patron. Who needs that kind of grief? Not me!
Also, I don't like spring bar lug holes that break out
in plastic cases. Just you fit a spring bar to a plastic case and
a week later the lug will break out. And guess whose fault
it is? I've been down that road. Ask any experienced pro and
I'll bet he will tell you the same thing. "You fixed it a week
ago [or a month ago] and now it's broke. It's YOUR fault!"
Sometimes people a>e unreal. So, young 'uns, now you know.
Well, this could have gone on for 46 more pages, but
the editor would pout if it did. So, stout hearts, I'll see you
again next time.
January 1988/Horological Times
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TIHIE PHCIKlLI IAIAClL
TORCHES AND THEIR LIMITATIONS

Marshall F. Richmond, CMW

BASIC JEWELRY BEPAIB

T

orches seem to be the most popular Source of heat for
doing jewelry crafting and repair. Jn this article I
~ will try to discuss the different types of torches,
their uses and limitations. Jewelry crafting and repair consists
mainly of working metals, which requires shaping, soldering,
and sometimes melting metal. I cannot say that any one torch
will cover all the needs for heat in doing this work, but if you
are familiar with several types of torches will help you in
choosing the torch or torches you may need for the work
you are doing.
ACETYLINE TORCH
The most common fuels used to burn in torches are propane
or butane, natural gas, acetyline and hydrogen. Of course,
to get the maximum amount of heat from any of these gasses,
oxygen is necessary. Acetyline is probably the hottest of these,
with propane and butane next, and natural gas not quite as
hot. Acetyline is such a hot gas that torches are made to use
only one gas line to the torch supplying the acetyline, while
oxygen is taken through the torch handle from available oxygen in the air. One of these is made by Prestolite and has five
or six different sizes of tips (see Figure IC). Due to the limited heat and the large size of the flame, it works well for
ring sizing. With proper practice and experimentation it can
be used for a great variety of work. I have even used it for
shanks, bezels and prongs. With the large tip it can be used
to size heavy men' s rings, but it will not get the ring hot
enough quick enough to flow solder on heavy rings if stones
have to be shielded. The good part is that the cost of the torch
is small. Since it uses only acetyline, only one tank of fuel is
needed, and a small "MC" tank will suffice.
HOKE TORCH
The old reliable "Hoke" jewelers torch is still used in many
shops and used a lot by manufacturers (see Figure IB). The
manufacturer of the little torch also makes a similar size torch
with several tip sizes available, which makes it a versatile torch
that can fill almost any requirement in crafting or repairing
jewelry. This torch operates on natural gas, propane, or butane
and oxygen- or with a special mixing chamber in the handle,
can be used with acetyline and oxygen. Using acetyline in this
size torch will put out black soot in the air when the acetyline
is Jighted before the oxygen can be turned on. However, with
practice this can be almost eliminated by giving it some oxygen along with the acetyline before igniting it. The only advantage tile acetyline torch would have over the natural gas or
propane torch is that tl1e acetyline will produce a hotter flame.
The only time that I have found it to be needed is when making a hard solder joint close to a shielded stone in a heavy
setting: It is necessary to get enough heat on the solder joint
to flow the solder before the shielding dries out, allowing the
heat to get to the stone. Most of these jobs I do with my
propane-oxygen hoke torch by using a large tip and raising my
oxygen pressure to the limit that the fixed propane regulator
will allow the torch to take.
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THE LITTLE TORCH
The little torch-sometimes referred to as the "mini torch"is probably the best all-around torch for the majority of jewelry work we encounter (see Figure lA). This torch is very small,
using oxygen or either acetyline or propane. It comes with
five tips, the smallest producing a flame no larger than a
sharpened pencil point. The #4 and #5 tips being the largest
will soot when ignited if the acetyline is turned on too strong
before the oxygen is turned on.- For general use (light to medium gent's rings), this torch is adequate using acetyline with a
#3 tip. When using propane, a heavier tip would probably be
necessary.
As the little torch and the hoke-type torch use oxygen with a gas, it is necessary to have regulators. For acetyline,
an adjustable diaphram-operated regulator has gauges, while
propane can use a fixed pressure regulator without gauges. The
little torch can be purchased in a complete unit with an "MC"
acetyline tank, an oxygen tank slightly larger, regulators
with gauges, hoses , and a carrying container with handle,
making a convenient portable outfit. There are also small
oxygen-acetyline or oxygen-propane torches that are so compact that they will fit in one hand and nave throw-away gas
and oxygen containers. Not having personal experience with
these compact units, I am not in a position to recommend or
make comment on them.

SAFETY CHECK VALVES
All torches using compressed gasses or oxygen require some
type of pressure reduction. It would be difficult if not impossible to have flexible hoses that would hold the high pressure
that a full tank carries. The Prestolite torch that requires no
oxygen can use a regulator w~th a fixed pressure and no gauges,
similar to the regulators used on propane. Natural gas needs
no regulator as the line pressure is adequate for any of the
aforementioned torches.
Acetyline for torches used with oxygen should have
an adjustable regulator with two gauges and a check valve
outlet fitting (see Figure 4). The check valve in the outlet
fitting will allow the gas to only flow one way, which eliminates any flashback when igniting or turning off the torch.
Without this check valve, I have observed flashback that has
actually damaged the reduction gauge. This can happen when
there is air in the gas line after changing tanks or even having
the torch set out of use for a period of time. Many of the older
regulators did not have this safety check valve but they can be
purchased from welding supply companies.
Oxygen regulators are similar to the acetyline regulators but no check valve is needed on the outlet fitting (Figure
4). Acetyline or gas regulators should have fittings with a
left hand thread and color-coded red, while oxygen regulators
will have right hand fittings and be color-coded green. This is
done as a safety precaution, for when dealing with combustible gasses and oxygen (which is a supporter of combustion)
without proper caution an explosive situation can be created.

oxygen

:..!
~

acety/ine

' ',"B" tank

)

)
Figure 4. Regulators

Figure 1

Figure 2
Figure 3. 110 cu.
ft. oxygen tank.

VARIOUS SIZES OF TORCHES
Oxygen, acetyline, and propane tanks are available in a variety
of sizes and from different sources. Small users of these gasses
do not need large storage tanks because the size torches used
for jewelry work are small consumers of these gasses and oxygen. A standard commercial oxygen tank is a 110 cu. ft. tank
(Figure 3), which can be owned, rented, or leased. If owned,
there are suppliers that will exchange tanks (full for empty)
for the cost of the oxygen in the full tank. Rental tanks can
be taken out for a given length of time, and if returned before
the time expires no rental or demurrage charges are incurred.
The leased tanks are leased at an advanced cost (probably exceeding the retail cost of the tank) and when refilled only
the cost of the oxygen or gas is incurred. But this tank can
only be filled by the lessor, or the lease is violated.
There are smaller tanks available for sale and companies dealing in oxygen and industrial gasses will either fill
them or sometimes even exchange them for the cost of the
oxygen or gas. Commercial acetyline tanks are available starting at about a 55 cu. ft. tank which is available under the
same terms as the 110 cu. ft. oxygen tank. Other acetyline
tanks that can be owned and exchanged at many gas suppliers
are the "MC" tank and the "B" tank (see Figure 2). These
tanks do not have the left hand thread connection on the valve
that attaches to the regulator, but adaptors are available. The
reason for the right hand thread connections is probably because they were originally made for lighting on automobiles
and motorcycles before they were used for torches-in fact,
before a system was innovated for safe gas connections. The
"MC" stands for motorcycle, which the tank was originally
used for lighting, and the "B" tank was used for cars and
trucks. These were used on vehicles manufactured probably
before 1915 and electric lighting on vehicles. The "MC"
tank and an oxygen tank about twice its size will last up to
one year without refilling if used in a normal jewelry store
shop operation, but not nearly as long in a trade shop that is
full time jewelry repair. The "B" tank and a 110 cu. ft. oxygen
tank would probably last a year or longer in a trade shop.
Propane tanks are available in many sizes, but probably the most practical for indoor use with a jewelers torch is
the 20-pound size. This is the size that is used for outdoor
portable gas grills and was widely used on small travel trailers.
They are available at any propane dealer or most places that
sell gas grills. Fixed pressure regulators are also available at

most any propane dealer. Since I do not have natural gas at
my present location, I use propane. The 20-pound cylinder
is safe for indoor use. Using it with a hoke torch which is used
only for a pilot light for the little torch and heavy soldering
jobs, it lasts for over a year without refilling. Some jewelry
supply houses are offering the new little torch with small disposable tanks, so I presume they will also be able to furnish
replacement tanks.

HYDROGEN GAS
Hydrogen gas and oxygen make a very hot flame and is probably the cleanest fuel that can be used, which makes it desirable for indoor use. A conversion mechanism is available with
a small torch that converts water into its basic elements of
hydrogen and oxygen by some type of chemical electrolysis
system. The hydrogen can be ignited and then the oxygen
mixed with it, which produces a flame probably equal to the
oxygen acetyline flame. Having had no personal experience
with this, I can only write what I have found out about it
talking with people who use it. There is one on the market
today advertised in 1983 by a prominent jewelry supplier,
calling it a water welder and stating it is only eight inches
square which will take up very little bench space. It also states
that it has a check valve to prevent potential "blow back."
Although this seems to be newly introduced to the jewelry
repairman, it is not new to industry.
A jeweler that I know has had and used a water
welder for probably the last 30 years. His is an industrial piece
of equipment and he claims that it will do anything that can
be done with a jewelers oxygen acetyline torch. In fact, he has
brought it to guild meetings and demonstrated it. The cost of
it is possibly comparable with a complete little torch outfit.
The cost of operating it would be the electricity it consumes
and the chemicals needed for its operation, which would be
nearly the same as the cost of the oxygen and gas needed to
operate the little torch.
No mention was made of temperatures that any of
these torches will produce because I feel that as we as craftsmen do not have pyrometers or temperature measuring tools
we can continue to rely on our observations and experience to
determine what torch we need and what tip to use for any
particular job.
The next article will be on ring stretching tools.
January 1988/Horological Times
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Thomas H. White

PLANNING

I

know how busy you have been this past month.
The month of December is the month that makes
~ or breaks the bank (so to speak), and determines the
results for the whole year. Most Decembers we find ourselves
at the task of going to work in the morning trying to make
the days last longer. They are always too short! Before you
know it, time has passed and it's already your bedtime. You
"hit the sack" only a short time and the alarm goes off again!
Somehow-and for some good reason that we don't knoweveryone is able to get through the month of December.
At last, Christmas Eve arrives. I can still remember
when our two boys were young and our jewelry store would
close at 9 P.M. and it would be IO o'clock P.M. before we
would finally close the door. Then when I arrived at home
the dear wife would set out the boxes with toys. It always
seemed the presents the boys would receive had to be assembled. The next 3 hours would be bolts and nuts and
usually lost tempers; then my head would hit the pillow for
only a few seconds before the boys would wake up. Perhaps
some of you have had a similar experience. I know this is late
but I do hope everyone had a prosperous and a Happy Holiday
Season!
As your Affiliate Chapter Chairman this year, I have
been working with a lot of old and new friends. I hope and
pray that these fellow workers have the patience to work with

I

me. Without the love for the trade and fellowman, some of the
goals would not be achieved. Our lives are enriched as we work
side by side with fellow workers and friends. Working relationships often develop lifetime friendships. This is the way we
grow in knowledge and experience. Without friends, my
life and occupation would not be as full or satisfying as it
is now. I do hope there is not one watchmaker or clockmaker
in the world that is sitting in the corner and letting the world
just "go by". Correct planning is the key to a successful life.
By the way, this is the subject I would like all the
guilds to start thinking about early: Who is planning for
the delegates they expect to send to the AWi convention as
their Affiliate Chapter Delegate? As such, it is his responsibility to attend the Board of Directors meeting the following
two days. When the delegate has the approval of the guild,
he or she can start planning. Some examples of the things
required for organizing up to several months in advance are
time off, transportation, and reservations for motels. Remember, there may be other family members to be considered
before the plans can be completed. Also, the guild has to plan
for the finances between the transportation and motels or
allow a said amount for the delegate. Therefore, this will not
come as a surprise to anyone at the last minute. So guilds,
please start your planning now.

NEWS .. .from all around the ASSOCIATION ...
ILLINOIS
The Central Illinois Watchmaker's Association sponsored the
1987 Illinois State Watchmaker's convention October 9,
10 and 11 at the Jumer's Castle Lodge in Peoria, IL.
Friday included .a seminar on wax casting by Joe
Churchman of Swest Casting Company and a bench course on
quartz watch repair by Scott Chou of Seiko Time Corp.
Programs on Saturday and Sunday included a demonstration of the graverrneister and wax carving also by Swest;
cylinder escapements and general clock repair by Ken Leeseberg of Montello, Wisconsin; a slide presentation on "The
Gem World of Brazil" by Linda Brantley of Dixon, IL; plus
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lectures on quartz watch servicing and jewelry plating. Those
in attendance were from Illinois, Wisconsin and Missouri.

OHIO
On October 31 and November 1 the Watchmakers Association
of Ohio held their quarterly meeting of the Board of Directors
at their new home, the Parke University Motel in Columbus,
Ohio. The meeting was well attended. At the Saturday night
Hospitality Room, many presents were brought in for a
surprise shower for Bob and Mary Allis whose home burned
in July.

FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF ASSOCIATION
CONVENTIONS PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 40.
At the Sunday Board. of Directors meeting it was
decided to increase the number of Board members to 15 in
order to get more input from more members. Harold Davis
was appointed to fill the vacancy created by the resignation
of Tom Kovatch. David Cooper, Don Basch, Jim Broughton
and Jack St. Cyr were appointed to the Board to bring its
membership to 15. All were inducted by Howard Opp.
It was also decided to hold the quarterly meeting
in January. That meeting had been cancelled for monetary
reasons and bad weather. The meeting will be held at the
Parke University Motel January 30-31.
Jim Broughton was asked to check into the possibility of another houseboat trip at Cumberland Lake, Kentucky. If there is enough interest, a boat trip will be arranged.
Jim Broughton also agreed to continue to write
the Watchmakers Association of Ohio Newsletter for two
more copies, taking us up to next year's convention. In the
past this job was done by the President of the organization
and will probably be his responsibility after the convention.
The printing and mailing will be done by Howard and Annie
Opp.
Convention Chairman Bob Allis and his committee
are working on the 1988 Convention to be held at the Parke
University Motel. Bob Allis is also the chairman of the Nominating Committee and is looking for members (male and
female) who are willing to serve on the Board of Directors.

NEW JERSEY
James J. Lazarus of L & R Manufacturing Co., Kearny, NJ,
brought their new portable clock timing machine for its first
trade showing before the Watchmakers Association of New
Jersey (W ANJ).
This new single channel rating instrument will time
the beat of all mechanical timepieces and is especially suited
for pendulum clocks. It can count any train up to 20,000
beats per hour and has six selectable cycles: 10s, 30s, Im,
6m, 30m and 2 Hr. An infrared beat-count sensor allows
the operator to obtain the train count without counting
teeth and the unique in-beat test has adjustable sensitivity.
A high stability quartz crystal eliminates warm-up time and
gives precise measurements of .I sec/24 hrs. with limits of
plus or minus 200 min/24 hrs.
Lazarus said he chose WANJ as the audience for his

first trade showing because he values the technical competence
of the members and their comments and discussion will be
helpful to him in preparing presentations to other trade
groups.

VIRGINIA
The Horological Association of Virginia held its Fall Seminar
on October 24-25 at the Richmond Airport Best Western
Inn.
President Fred White opened the first session by
welcoming the group and then introduced Mr. Fred Pinkham,
CPA, who specializes in tax accounting. Mr. Pinkham's timely
presentation was entitled "The New Tax Law and How It
Affects You as a Small Businessman". He used language a layman could understand in discussing a very complicated law
and in so doing engendered audience participation which
brought forth a number of questions.
The second offering of the morning session was a
demonstration performed by Dick Ward and Fred White
on "Mainsprings-The Right Way and Wrong Way to Fight
Them". Through the use of several different types of mainspring winders, the group was treated to a comprehensive
exhibition as to how two very knowledgeable clock repairmen
handle recatcitcant mainsprings.
The afternoon session was turned over to Robert
Bishop and his program "Common Sense Quartz Troubleshooting". Mr. Bishop's easy style of delivery and excellent
slides make for a most interesting and informative presentation. As an extra treat, he brought along one of the latest
Swiss quartz watch models, which he passed out to each
seminar participant. Then he led them through the steps to
follow when setting this latest analog/digital watch.
At Sunday morning's first session, members were
treated to a trip, via slides, through Rodney Councell's Greensboro, MD shop. In his presentation he showed numerous
views of some very fine pieces which were brought into his
shop in disrepair, and how they looked after he had calculated
and reconstructed their missing parts.
For the grand finale, Frank Smith, a watchmaker and
jewelry manufacturer, and Jack Behrend, a goldsmith and
engineer, teamed up to give a demonstration on watch case
repairing and plate restoration.

Horological Association of Virginia Fall Seminar held October 24-25
at Richmond Airport Best Western Inn.
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New Products/News in the Trade
NEW WATCH AND CLOCK
CATALOG FROM THE
MARCEL WATCH CORP.
Manufacturers and importers of
fine watches and clocks, the
Marcel Watch Corporation is
offering a new, 36-page, fourcolor catalog available to horologists through either written or
verbal request. If you would like
their catalog, write or call:
MARCEL WATCH CORP., 1115
Broadway, New York, NV 100102803; (212) 620-8181, or (800)
422-6053.

DIAL AND VERNIER
CALIPERS FROM
MOODY TOOLS
Dial and vernier calipers from
Moody Tools, Inc. are stainless
steel, featuring precision ground
and lapped measuring surfaces.
The dual system vernier caliper
has a measuring range of 0-6",
and a 0·150 mm metric capacity,
and is stress-relieved to provide
velvet-smooth action. It also has
easy-to-read, etched graduations
in .001 "/.05MM, plus thumblock.
The dial caliper is also
stress-relieved and crafted from
stainless steel. An adjustable dial
indicator with fine line indicating
hand and thumbwheel make it
ideal for extremely accurate
measuring applications. Graduations in .001" are clearly etched
in the recessed face of the measuring bar. It has a range of 0-6".
Both calipers come with
operating instructions, are packaged in fitted cases, and are
guaranteed for long-term performance. For more information
contact: MOODY TOOLS, INC.,
42-60 Crompton Ave., P.O. Box
230, East Greenwich, RI 02818;
(401) 885-0911.
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ELLANAR DELUXE
JEWELRY CLEANER
NOW FACTORY-SEALED
The L & R Manufacturing Company of Kearny, NJ, makers of
Ellanar Deluxe Jewelry Cleaner,
has introduced factory-sealed jars
to prevent spillage during shipment. This jewelry cleaner, in
8-ounce jars, comes complete
with a unitized brush and tray .
L & R also offers a complete line of ultrasonic cleaning
machines, solutions, and accessories. For more information
and a free color catalog, contact:
L & R MANUFACTURING CO.,
577 Elm St., Kearny, NJ 07032;
1-800-LR·CLEAN in eastern
states; 1-800-325-2627 in western
states.

TIMEX EXPANDS FASHION
COLLECTIONS WITH NEW
LINE FOR MEN
Timex Corporation is planning
to formally launch the Carriage
Collection, its newest line of
fashion watches for men, at the
upcoming Jewelers of America
show in February 1988. In addition, Timex will also introduce
new sports styles, including
the Timex Aerobix as well as the
Timex Hotline watch. Timex
has also developed a completely
new merchandising system, with
its first trade showing also planned
for the show.
The Carriage Collection
contains 21 fashion watches
featuring stunning reinterpretations of classic watch designs
with updated styling. The suggested retail prices range from
$34.95 to $59.95, offering versatility and up-to-the-minute
styling at affordable prices.
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The Timex Aerobix is
designed specifically for aerobic
exercise. Seven pre-set countdown timers include one for
pulse calculation as well as six
timed for different exercise
segments. It is available in five
fashion colors, with a suggested
retail price of $22.95.
The Timex Hotline watch,
a message storage watch to be
introduced at the show, will enable wearers to program up to
80 names and telephone numbers.
Four alarms plus an independent
multi-mode chronograph are
some of the features of this waterresistant watch. It has a suggested
price of $39.95.
Beginning in early 1988,
retailers of Timex watch products
will notice Timex watches arriving in prism-shaped boxes as
the company converts to a new
merchandising system. The
program applies a systems approach for a unified and effective
display, designed to maximize
sales.
For more information,
contact: TIMEX CORP., Park
Road Extension, P.O. Box 2126,
Waterbury, CT 06720; (203)
573-5000.
Carriage Collection from Timex

NEW CATALOG
FROM GIA
GIA (Gem Instruments Corporation) has produced an updated
catalog mailing. According to
Gaston Lopez, GIA Gem Sales
and Marketing Manager, the package features all the latest instruments introduced by the company. "Th is attractive new gu ide
to our product line is an up-todate catalog of our entire inventory," says Lopez.
The revised catalog mailing
includes descriptions of GIA
GEM Instruments' two newest
portable laboratories, Max i Lab 3
and Maxi Lab VII; a new spectroscope unit with two independent light sources for both transmitted light and reflected light
via a fiber-optic system_with rheostat control; the CZeckpoint
Diamond Tester, and the new
Shortwave-Longwave Ultraviolet Lamp and Ultraviolet
Viewing Cabinet, a complete
fluorescence darkroom in miniature.
The list price and a full color photograph of each instrument accompanies the description, providing all essential product information in a single entry.

A complete order form and price
list is conveniently stitched into
the catalog.
The catalog is free, and
may be obtained by writing:
GIA Gem Instruments Corp.,
2912 Colorado Ave., P.O. Box
2147, Santa Monica, CA 90406;
(800) 421-8161; in California
call (213) 829-5491.

CLASSIC IMPRESSIONS
FROM BULOVA
From the Bulova Classic® Collection, new for 1988, come
elegant timepieces blending retrostyling with modern quartz accuracy. Each duet has stylized
black Arabic numerals and minute track on a white enamel
dial. The slender case, water resistant to 100 feet, is in brushed
and polished goldtone and topped
with a scratch-resistant DuraCrystal® An integrated goldtone
stainless steel link bracelet completes the refined design of this
distinguished duet.
The models shown in
the photograph are: 92H21 (hers)
and 92P30 (his), retailing at
$235 and $250. For more information contact: BULOVA
WATCH CO., 26-15 BrooklynOueens Expressway, Woodside,
NY 11377; (718) 204-3300.

SWEST'S WAX PATTERN
CATALOG FEATURES
OVER 500 ADOITIONS
Swest, Inc. has announced the
availability of its Wax Pattern
Catalog.
The 44-page catalog features over 1600 finished, readyto-cast patterns, including over
500 new additions. The catalog
also introduces Swest's new line
of plastic bracelet parts.
A copy of the catalog is
available from the Swest office
nearest you. Or write: SWEST,
INC., Advertising Oept., P.O.
Box 540938, Dallas, TX 75354;
(214) 350-4011.

being recipient of this prestigious
award.
Gene Stasio's career in
watch sales began in 1965, when
he covered Central New Jersey
for the Bulova Watch Company.
He joined Pulsar as a salesman
in 1982. He and his wife, Josie,
live with their two daughters in
East Northport, Long Island, NY.

14-21 April llJH8

CATALOG ORDERS FOR
BASEL 88 - AUTOMATIC
ENTRY TO WIN TRIP
The 1988 European Watch,
Qock, and Jewellery Fair Catalogue is now available. It is de-

Bulova's Classic Collection

aboard the hotel ship MS Switzerland, then a three-day tour of the
country.
The catalog is available
for 13 Swiss francs, plus postage.
To order, write: European Watch,
Clock, and Jewellery Fair (Basel
88), CH-4021 Basel, Switzerland.

signed to help those preparing a
visit to this year's Basel Fair.
The catalog contains a complete
list of exhibitors, a detailed description of every product category at the Fair, reference data
useful all year round (such as
brand names and precious metal
hallmarks).
All catalog orders received
by early March 1988 will be automatically entered in a draw
where a European and an overseas resident will each win a sixday trip to Switzerland. This
includes three days at the Fair,
air fare, and accommodation

GENE STASIO AWARDED
SALESMAN OF THE YEAR
Gene Stasio was named Salesman
of the Year at the annual dinner
given by the Consolidated Jewelers Association of Greater New
York, held in October. Pulsar
Time, as the company that
Stasio represents, shares in this
honor as Company of the Year.
"I am extremely proud to
be honored by the Association
in this manner," said Stasio.
"With the support of the Pulsar
team, I have done my best to give
our customers the personal attention and service that builds
their business as well as ours."
Members of the Consolidated Jewelers Association of
Greater New York cast votes
for Salesman of the Year from
ballots listing every salesperson
that services them. Salespersons are recognized for outstanding dedication and service
to customers. The company
that the salesman represents
shares in the award by holding
a plaque, engraved with the company's name, for one year. Pulsar
Time twice has had the honor of

Dean Sauder (L), Executive VP of
Pulsar, accepts the Company of the
Year Award, and congratulates Gene
Stasio (R) on being named Salesman of the Year.

AMERICAN GEM TRADE
ASSOCIATION ANNOUNCES
RECENT DONATIONS
Maurice Shire, President of the
American Gem Trade Association (AGTA) and long-time supporter and former member of
the Executive Board of the
Jewelers Vigilance Committee
(JVC), announced recently that
the AGTA Board of Directors
approved a motion to donate
$1,000 to the JVC in support
of their activities in regulating
the colored stone and jewelry
industry.
An additional grant of
$500 was also approved to benefit another industry group, the
Jewelers Industry Council (JIC),
for their publicity efforts on behalf of the entire jewelry industry.
AGTA actively supports the goals
and activities of both of these
groups.
Contact for further information: Judy Swartz, Account
Supervisor, SAVVY Management,
80 Fourth Ave., Suite 800, NY,
NY 10003; (212) 477-1717.
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BENCH

COVR~E~
INSTRUCTORS

PROGRAMS
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Meter Microamp• and Modules . . . • . . . . . •. . Gerald G. Jaeger, CMW, <::EWS
AWi Certified Citizen Quartz Watch Technician • . Buddy Carpenter, CEWS
Pulsar Quartz Analog YS!!O and Y112 .. .•. •• . James H. Broughton, CEWS
Seiko Quartz Combos .. .. . . • . . . . • . . . • . Leslie L. Smith, CMW, CEWS
Quartz Watch Test Equipment . . . . . . . . . • . .Calvin E. Sustachek, CMW
Common Sense Quartz Watch Repair. . . . . . ... . Robert F. Bishop, CEWS
ESA Digital/Analog 900.911 and ETA Analog
961 .101 . • • • . . . • • • . . • . . • . • • . . . . • .William Biederman, CMW
H ESA Analog Quartz Repair . • . • . . . . . . . . , .James Adams, CMW
I Using the Watchmakers Lathe . . • . . • . . . . . . .Archie B. Perkins. CMW
L Introduction to Striking Clocks .. .• . . . . . . . .Joseph G. Baier, Ph.D., CMC. CMW
M Striking Clocks-Advanced Seminar . . . . . . . . .Joseph G. Baier, Ph.D., CMC, CMW

BENCH PRACTICES FOR WA TCH/CLOCKMAKERS-Hcnry
B. Fried. Hairspring practices, replacing regulator pins, jeweling and dial repairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $16.95
CAVALCADE OF TIME-Henry B. Fried. Highlights of the
Zale Private Collection of Timepieces . . . . . . . . . $16.95
THE BEST OF J.E. COLEMAN-CLOCKMAKER-Orville R.
Hagans. An aid to solving everyday problems in clock repairing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $30.00

N

ESSENCE OF CLOCK REPAIR-Sean C. ("Pat") Monk . A
practicing clockmaker reveals repairing secrets . . . . $19.95
HOW TO REPAIR HERSHEDE TUBULAR BELL CLOCKS
Steven G. Conover. A book for the serious clockmaker
interested in high quality timepieces . . . . . . . . . . $12.95
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS FOR THE CLOCKMAKING
PROFESSION-AWi. Experts answer everyday questions
about clockmaking . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... $14.95

FEBRUARY 1988
6-7
W
Los Angeles, CA

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS FOR THE WATCHMAKING
PROFESSION-AWi. Helpful information on repairing
watches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.95
REPAIRING QUARTZ WATCHES-Henry B. Fried. Includes
a basic course in electricity & electronic horology . . $22.95

THE SHIP'S CHRONOMETER-Marvin E. Whitney. A concise treatise on the fascinating nautical timepiece ... for the
collector as well as the horologist. . . . . . . . . . . . $75.00

10·1,
29-30-1

THE WATCH ESCAPEMENT-Henry B. Fried. How to analyze, adjust, repair the lever and cylinder, and more . $14.95

AMERICAN WATCHMAKERS INSTITUTE
3700 Harrison Ave., P.O . Box 11011
Cincinnati, Ohio 45211
Name

State

Zip Code

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Chicago, IL
Chicago, IL

PERKINS
PERKIN$

Philadelphia, PA
Portland, OR

BURCK HARDT
PERKINS

Portland, OR
Reading, PA

PERKINS
GEIGER

s

MAY 1988

2-4
7-8

THE WATCH REPAIRER'S MANUAL-Henry B. fried.
The newly expanded and updated fourth edition of this
popular textbook on watch repair . . . . . . . . . . . $27.00

Send the following book(s) ;
(LIST BY TITLE)

I

u

APRIL 1988

WATCH & CLOCK INFORMATION, PLEASE-W. H . Samelius. The writing of Samelius edited by O.R. Hagans . $30.00

Please make check or money order payable to
AWi PRESS . (U.S. FUNDS ONLY, PLEASE .)

GEIGER

MARCH 1988

25-27
28-30

STRIKING CLOCKS-Joseph G. Baier, Ph.D. A hands-on survey for the clockmaker . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . $7.95

-----------------------

Introduction to Clock Repair . . . . . . . . . . , . . Ron Iverson and Jim Lachapelle

R Introduction to Jewelry Skills ••.. •.. •.•. , .Marshall F. Richmond, CMW
S Management Seminar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . Fred S. Burckhard!
T Retrofitting .. . . • . • • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . Buddy Carpenter, CEWS
James H. Broughton, CEWS
U Advanced Lathe Course •..• _ ••.•• • .• • .• Archie B. Perkins, CMW
V Antique Watch Restoration . . . • . . • . . . . . , .Archie B. Perkins, CMW
W Restoration of Fusee Watches •••••••.•••• . Ralph Geiger, CMW, CMC, CEWS

u

w

SEPTEMBER 1988
18-19
S
San Francisco, CA

BURCKHARDT

OCTOBER 1988

14-16

v

Boston, MA

PERKINS

r-------------------------~
AWi BENCH COURSES
I
P.O. Box 11011
Cincinnati, OH 45211
I am interested in your bench course to be presented on_____

Please send more information.

I
I

-:-]

I
I
I

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __ _.,..I

~-------------------------~

Classified Ads

REGULATIONS AND RATES
Ads are payable in advance $.50 per word, $.60 per word in bold type. Ads are not commissionable or discountable. The publisher reserves the right to edit all copy. Price lists of services will
not be accepted. Confidential ads are $4.00 additional for postage and handling. The first of the
month is issue date. Copy must be received 30 days in advance. (e.g. February issue closes for
copy on January 1st.)
HOROLOGICAL TIMES, P.O. Box 11011, Cincinnati, OH 45211; (513) 661-3838.

Tradesman
CLOCK WHEEL AND
PINION CUTTING
Fast service - Write for free Brochure
and price list. Fendleys, 2535 Himes
St., Irving, TX 75060. (214) 986-7698

TRADE WATCHMAKER - Servicing Quartz
Analogs & Mechanicals. Send SASE for details
to: Glenn Swafford, CMW, 1113 Centennial
Drive, Fort Washington, MD 20744, or call
after 6 pm EST (301) 248-1508.

BALANCE STAFFS CUSTOM MADE AND
FITTED. Call or write Lucian L. Lynch & Co.,
1148 Brookside Dr. , Hanahan, SC 29406;
(803) 747-2586.

CLOCKS: gearcutting, retoothing, repivoting,
rebushing, jeweling. REPAIRING: Chronographs/timers, fusees, aircraft clocks, antique
clocks/pocket watches. Send sample for estimate, SASE.-NIEGELS HOROLOGY, Roy
Niegel, CMC, CMW, 101 E. St . Joe Drive,
Spirit Lake, ID 83869. (208) 623-4330.

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SERVICE

*

WE ARE FACTORY AUTHORIZED SERVICE FOR:

CtD

CUTTERS cycloidal for dock wheels and
pinions. Module 0. 2 to 1.0. Constant profile
producing traditional square bottomed teeth,
104 sizes. Escape cutters: recoil (set of seven
sizes), dead beat (set of four sizes). Ratchets
60° and 70°. All cutters made in 8% cobalt
M42 High Speed Steel, and heat treated under
vacuum. Also cutter grinding wheels, Grit and
CBN. Send for Information Sheet, prices and
order forms to : P.P. Thornton (Successors),
Ltd., Horological Cutter Makers, The Old Bakehouse, Upper Tysoe, Warwickshire, CV35 OTR,
England.

Cylinder escapements restaffed in platforms
and watches. Write for shipping instructions.
KEN LEESEBERG, RR 4, Box 286, P.O. Box
447, Montello, WI 5 3949.

VIBROGRAF/PORTESCAP
* TICK·O-PRINT/L&R

WE SERVICE ALL MAKES PF ULTRASONICS AND
OTHER WATCH ·RATE RECORDERS AND EQUIPMENT

Oock Wheels and Pinions made to your sample
or my calculations. Pivots, teeth, missing wheel
jobs. C. Lewis Pritchard, CMC, Cumberland
Clock, RR 6, Box 497, Crossville, TN 38555.

W:llcl1

wh,..,P~

n 1!1111q 11·p1vo\ 1nq ,l1Jc1 ·.1 :ill111q

WE CAN MAKE ANY PART
WE CAN RESTORE ANY WATCH
Frrf'

JACK PHILLIPS
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT SERVICE
# 2 LOWER ALCATRAZ PLACE; Mill VALLEY, CA 94941
FOR INFORMATION CALL (4 151388-9289

DIAL REFINISHING CO. FAST SERVICE,
FINEST QUALITY, quantity works welcome.
Specialize on changing dial feet positions to
fit the quartz movement. Send your works to:
KIRK DIAL OF SEATTLE, 4th & Pike Bldg.,
Suite 625, Seattle, WA 98101. (206) 623-2452.

CLOCK MOVEMENTS rebushed & pivots
refinished. Same day service. Free UPS, factory authorized. Two-year warranty. Butterworth Clock Repair, 1715 Pearlview Ct.,
Muscatine, IA 52761. (319) 263-6759.

Custom Made Walch and Clock Paris

PRECISION INSTRUMENT

0'~!1111:1t r•·,

ret0rcncc<., on rrqur·; t
0x perl1en\ :...crv1c; c · . ;pp prov1rlPc1 S A S~ tcH hrorh11rp

WATCH & CASEMAKERS. LTD .

·~

1•10N /tli /\vr PO Bo- t:Jt-1
H1qhbn<1 P;i rlo. NJ OB'l tJ.1
Tel (:'01) 9:l7-'1h l l

cc

NEW SWISS QUARTZ MOVEMENTS CUSTOM
FITTED to Diamond, Gold, Antique, Sentimental Watches and Pocket-all sizes. Rolex,
Omega, Longines, Lecoultre, Girard Perregaux,
Bulova, Elgin, Gruen, Accutron, Hamilton,
Movado. Service and Quartz Conversion.
ALFONSO ZAMORA, 280 Presidio Place,
Buffalo, New York 14221; (716) 633-6138.

CLOCK GEAR CUTTING OR REPAIR to your
sample. Very reasonable rates, quality work
with fast service. Kazen & Son, 215 N. Shia.,
Corunna, MI 48817. (517) 743-3431.

CUSTOM BALANCE STAFFS cut and fitted.
Since 1922. James Bourne, CMW; P.O. Box
215, Ladysmith, WI 54848; Phone (715)
532-3166.

~

Bernard J. Petit
Tool and Instrument Maker
Horologist
P.O. Box 8363 Dothan. AL 36304
Phone: 12051 793-4030
Custom Made Tools and Machines

~
~

=

~

0
0

.c·
"'

=:
"'
~

CLOCK and MUSIC BOX parts, mainsprings,
material and tools. Custom made to order or
repair of gears, pinions and parts. Catalog
$2.00. TANI ENGINEERING, Box 338,
Atwater, OH 44201. (216) 947-2268.
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Classified Ads
For Sale
CLOCK TIMER. Regulate your clocks electronically with the new CIT Clock Timer.
Can be used on almost any clock with mechanical escapement. Pendulum clocks large and
small, lever or cylinder escapements, anniversary clocks, etc. For information write: Can
Tho Instruments, P.O. Box 80113 , San Diego,
CA 92138 .

WATCH REPAIR TRADE SHOP - COMPLETE - TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, GOOD ASST.
MATERIAL, RELIABLE LONG-TERM ACCOUNTS, GOOD PRICES, LOW OVERHEAD,
HIGH PROFIT - OWNER RETIRING. 29536
NORTHWESTERN HWY., SOUTHFIELD, MI
48034 ; (313) 357-1950.

KUNDO AND SCHATZ PARTS mechanical,
electronic, and quartz. Try us! Baltimore
Clock Parts, 2004 Hillside Drive, Baltimore,
MD 21207.

VC 10 CLEANING MACHINE, MINT CONDITION , HARDLY EVER USED. ASKING
$1000.00 OBO. Call (904) 432-5136, ask for
Robert .

400 DAY DOMES: 5%'' x 11" glass, $7.50
each, or 4 for $26, UPS included. For price
list of 35 other glass and plastic domes, send
SASE to: C.A. Zimmerman, P.O. Box 8973,
Ft. Collins, CO 80525.

BE ALL THE CLOCKMAKER YOU CAN BE!
Two new depthing tools left at old price from
T.M. Wild (England). Ken Law, CMC, H.C. 30,
Box 825, Prescott, Arizona 86301.

HAMILTON OLD MATERIAL-Factory stockroom purchased in 1970. Models 21, 22, 23,
etc. l 6s military models, limited 1Os, l 8s,
screws, mspgs., jewels, bridges, wheels, not all
parts available. Write : R .L. Ravel Co., Box 32,
Devon, PA 19333.

In Texas

THE GERMAN CLOCK INDUSTRY
Sales*Service*Information Co.
P.O. Box 17351 *Irvine, CA 92351
FACTORY DIRECT-clocks, clock movements,
parts, specials, close-outs, catalogs, seminars,
videos, promotions, bulletins, technical information. *Free listing in our National Service
Referral Directory&Inquiries invited.

GREENHILL CLOCK SERVICE
941-D Broadway, El Cajon, CA 92021
PARTS AND SERVICE HEADQUARTERS
FOR SCHATZ, KUNDO, KOMA, KERN, HALLER, HERMLE, NISSHINDO. MECHANICALQUARTZ-ELECTRONIC-CIRCUIT BOARDSMAINSPRINGS-SUSPENSION SPRINGS and
MOVEMENTS, ETC.

Books

JANDi GOGGIN
Box 175H, Huntington, NY 11743-0175

WE BUY & SELL

MINI QUARTZ MOVEMENTS. Guaranteed
lowest prices - as low as $2. 30. 2-yr. guarantee.
Large selection of hands and numerals. Free
delivery. SASE or call (704) 333-0221. Hall
Clock Shop, 1512 Central Ave., Charlotte,
NC 28205.

books on clocks, watches, barometers,
jewelry, music boxes, repairs, price guides,
and related subjects. In stock for immediate delivery . Send 2 stamps for free catalog:
ARLINGTON BOOK COMPANY
P.O . Box 327 e Arlington, VA 22210
Telephon e: (703) 280-2005
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1-214-902-0664
Robert M. Wingate
P.O. Box 59760, Dallas, TX 75229·1760

AVON.
Your Ledger Knows
The Difference.

• We buy filings, polishing and
buffing waste; watchmakers'
tools, equipment and material
systems; all types of jewelers'
scrap - any condition
• $93.00/lb gold-filled
watchbands
• $29.00/lb plated watchbands
• $13.60/oz gold-filled optical,
cases
•Gold - 94% of the market
price
• Cash or Check
Over 20 years of buying scrap
Call or write for more information

AVON METAL

Wanted To Buy
PORTESCAP HYDRO TORCH gas generator,
model HT-1 (for jewelry repair and manufacturing) $1200.00. For information call or write:
Denny Greening, 1026 Deer Hollow Way,
Sarasota, FL 34232; (813) 377-5984.

Wrist and Pocket
Patek Philippe, Vacheron & Constantin,
Rolex, Cartier, Movado, Audemars
Piquet, Gubelin, Hamilton, E. Howard,
Illinois, Elgin, Waltham, etc.
Any Unusual
Wrist or Pocket Watches Wanted.
Chronographs, Doctors Style, Moon
Phase, Calendars, Curvexes, Repeaters,
Platinum, Solid Gold, Hunter Cases,
Multi-Colors, Railroads, Fine
Contemporary Watches, Corum,
Piaget Polo, etc.
We are also interested in purchasing
accumulations of watch parts, tools or
complete jewelry & watch shops.
You Shouldn't Sell Until
You've Heard Our Offer!
Call Us Toll Free

1-800-842-8625

CUCKOO CLOCK AND BIRD
CAGE BELLOWS MATERIAL
Save time, money, and work re-covering
bellows. Easier than replacing. For infor·
mation, send business-size S.A.S.E. to :

Watches Wanted

WANTED TO BUY -Will buy out your inventories of quartz watch movements, no matter
how big or small. Call Larry (714) 25 0-12 9 I.

lfr'IQ X-P.l£Ml!I
LIMITED

(414) 351-0933
P.O. Box 17484
Milwaukee, WI 53217.

WANTED
We Buy All Types Of
Jewelers Scrap-Any Condition.
Gold-filled Watchbands,
Plated Watchbands,
Silver Watch Batteries,
(Mixed acceptable-We sort free of
charge & we pay for mercury)
G.F. Optical, Cases, etc.
GOLD-We pay up to 97% of the
market price for IOK, 14K, etc. We
buy filings, bench sweeps, filters, and
buffing waste.
\\\

~)

WANTED-Set of watch wheel cutters HR
#31-695 or similar. Also wanted, Greiner
Precicheck timing machine. Ralph Geiger,
8105 Valley Farms Trail, Indianapolis, IN
46214; (317) 291-7348.

Master Watchmaker and Jewelry Repairman
Seeks Position in Cincinnati Area. Please Write:
Box SW-2187, "Horological Times," P.O. Box
llOll, 3700 Harrison Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
45211.

Schools

Why Not
Drop Us

Please call or write
for more information:

A Note?

SPECIALTYMETALSREFINING CO.
10 BAY STREET
WESTPORT, CT 06880

1-800-426-2344
In Connecticut call (203) 372-0481.

"We will match any legitimate offer
and still give you our quick,
dependable service."
Postage and UPS reimbursed.

OUR 42nd CONSECUTIVE AD

WANTED-Resellable gold jewelry, surplus
watches, gold filled and sterling jewelry. We will
pay more than the melt-down price. Also buying all scrap including gold, gold filled, watchbands, batteries, filings, and bench waste.
JEWELERS RECLAMATION SERVICES, 800
Lafayette, NE, Grand Rapids, MI
49503;
(616) 235-1170 or (800) 342-9888.

Elgin Grade 657 movement or complete watch.
Elgin material cabinets with bottles, with or
w/o material. K&D staking punches No. 19 &
20. Elgin, Illinois, or Waltham screw taps and
dies. Halsted Service, 9254 Pine Ave., Omaha,
NE 68124; (402) 397-1563.

Correspondence courses in Quartz-AccutronWatchmaking-Jewelry-Lost Wax Casting-and
Rubber Mold Making. Free folders. Watchmaking Institute of Canada, 1012 Mt. Royal
St. East, Montreal, H2J 1X6; (514) 523-7623.

Help Wanted
WATCHMAKER WANTED-To replace a retiring 20-year employee. A family-owned, sixstore chain located in Indiana and Illinois. Excellent working conditions and latest equipment. Experience in repairing in both quartzpowered and mechanical movements. Five-day
week, paid vacations, holidays, accident and
hospital insurance, and retirement benefits.
Send resume to: HILLMAN JEWELERS,
612 Wabash Ave., Terre Haute, IN 47808.

Situations Wanted
We pay 97% of market for karat gold scrap
(any amount)! Also, buy filings, gold fill,
sweeps, silver, platinum! Immediate 24-hour
payment return mail! Ship insured/registered
mail to: AMERICAN METALS COMPANY,
25 3 King St., Dept. HT, Charleston, SC 29401.
Established 1960. Phone: (803) 722-207 3.

J
EXPRESS YOURSELF!!

What You Do Like!
What You Don't Like!
About the
"Horological Times"

AWi/Horoiogicai Times
3700 Harrison Avenue
Cincinnati, Ohio 45211

POSITION WANTED-Clock & Watch Repairman. C.A.T. & Quartz Skill, Do Light Jewelry
Repair & Stone Setting. Relocate OK. Like
Skiing, Cold Winters & Cool Summers. Contact
Bill Key, 301 Harmont Dr., Hurst, TX 76053,
(817) 282-3068.
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Dates to Remember

Ad Index

FEBRUARY 1988

MAY 1988

American Perfit.

6-7-Restoration of Fusee Watches Bench
Seminar (AWi); Ralph Geiger, instructor;
Los Angeles, CA.*

2-4-Advanced Lathe Course Bench Seminar
(AWi); Archie B. Perkins, instructor;
Portland, OR.*

Borel ...... . . . ........ . . .... . 7
Bowman School. . . . ...•......... 13

26-27-Minnesota Watchmakers Convention;
Radisson South; Bloomington, MN.

7-8-Restoration of Fusee Watches Bench
Seminar (AWi); Ralph Geiger, instructor;
Reading, PA.*

MARCH 1988

20-22-Texas Watchmakers Association 41st
Convention; Kahler Green Oaks Inn;
Fort Worth, TX .

JUNE 1988

28-30-Advanced Lathe Course Bench Seminar
(AWi); Archie B. Perkins, instructor;
Chicago, IL.*

3-5-Kansas Jewelers Association, Inc. Convention; Holidome; Hutchinson, KS .
Information : Sharon Blair (913) 3812033.

APRIL 1988

10-12-Watchmakers Association of Pennsylvania Convention; Lancaster, PA.

15-17-Missouri Jewelers and Watchmakers
Association, Inc. 1988 Convention; Capitol Plaza Hotel; Jefferson City. KS. Information: Sharon Blair (913) 381-2033.

29-30-May 1-Using the Watchmakers Lathe
Bench Seminar (AWi); Archie B. Perkins,
instructor; Portland, OR.*

29-30· 1-53rd Annual Convention Wisconsin
Horological Society; Holiday Inn; Oshkosh, WI.

Cas-Ker Co .... . ...... outside back cover
Charles Cleves ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
Esslinger . .. .. . .. . . .. inside front cover
Gem City College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

25-27-Using the Watch makers Lathe Bench
Seminar (AWi); Archie B. Perkins,
instructor; Chicago, IL.*

10-11-Management
Seminar (AWi); Fred
Burckhardt,
instructor; Philadelphia,
PA.*

..... . ......... 9

Innovative Electronics .. .. . . . . . . . . . 19
Jewelmont Corp . . . ... ...... . ..... 4
Kassoy . . .. __ . . . .. ... . • _ . . . . . 15
S. La Rose . .. . . ... .. ..... .. .. . 11

AUGUST 1988
6-8-1988 Heart of America MINK Jewelry
Show; Doubletree Hotel; Overland Park,
KS. Information: Sharon Blair, (913)
381-2033 .

New York Jewelers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Ray Gaber Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 19
Seiko . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. inside back cover

SEPTEMBER 1988
18-19-Management
Seminar (AWi); Fred
Burckhardt, instructor; San Francisco,
CA.*

Toledo Jewelers . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 15
Trans National Financial Serv . . .. . .... 22
Twin City Supply . . . . . . . . .. .•... . 13

* Contact AWi Central for more information .

Vibrograf USA • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
Zantech, Inc ....... .. ...•. ...... 3

UPCOMING CONVENTIONS
Minnesota Watchmakers Convention
February 26-27, 1988
Radisson South-· Bloomington, MN
Missouri Jewelers and Watchmakers Association
1988 Convention
April 15-17, 1988
Capitol Plaza Hotel - Jefferson City, MO
Information: (913) 381-2033
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Wisconsin Horological Society
53rd Annual Convention
April 29, 30, May 1, 1988
Holiday Inn - Oshkosh, WI
Texas Watchmakers Association
41st Convention
May 20-22, 1988
Kahler Green Oaks Inn - Fort Worth, TX
Watchmakers Association of Pennsylvania
June 10-12, 1988
Lancaster, PA

It could prove your wisest investment.
It takes a long time to build a
reputation for dependable, quality
products and service. The top
reliability ofSEIKO's long-life watch
batteries will reassure you and your
customers it was time well spent.
There are dozens of different
quality watch batteries in the SEIKO
Battery lineup. All designed and
produced to the leading watch-

With SEIKO Battery, that's
maker's high standards. A lineup to
something you can always count on.
grow with.
SEIKO Battery power cells work
in virtually every brand watch just as
well as they work in a SEIKO. So
while not every watch can be a
SEIKO, its battery can.
Make sure every moment of your
time and your customers' time is
well-spent.
Grow

SEIKO

BATTERY
with the Leader

We have all the right stuff
to make your job easier.

Quality, Service and Competitive
Prices Guaranteed.
Call Toll Free: 1-800-543-0408.

Ca S • ~@rr Co.

OHIO 1-800-582-8027. Sl5 MINIMUM WATS ORDER.
FOR INFORMATION & INQUIRIES CALL 513-241-7073.
2121 SPRING GROVE AVENUE
P.O. BOX 14069 CINCINNATI, OH 45214

